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Reflecting your craftsmanship

Backed by the
strength of Firestone
Firest
Firestone
Metal Products has a broad array of systems
with tested performance for engineered installation to
get you from start to finish. Quality products and
quality support from your friends at Firestone.
Firestone Metal Products offers a wide
variety of systems and materials to match
your building’s form, function and budget.
Firestone can truly serve as a single-source
supplier for all your architectural metal needs.
– Robert Anderson, Metal Product Manager

800.426.7737
www.FirestoneMetal.com
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Grace under fire.
Aluflam offers true extruded aluminum doors, windows and walls which are
fire-rated for up to 60 minutes. These systems blend
perfectly with non-rated
storefront and curtain wall
systems with clear glass
and extruded aluminum
profiles. Specifying Aluflam
allows you to provide fire
safety while reaching for
your design goals.
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Extension 111 • deb@glass.com

Megan Headley

Extension 114 • mheadley@glass.com

Contributing Tara Taffera, vice president
Editors Extension 113 • ttaffera@glass.com

T

hree days after the tornado hit Joplin, Mo., our editorial team gathered for
our monthly meeting. Having been through a natural disaster (Hurricane Isabel) but to a much lesser extent (see October 2003 USGlass, page 4), I was
profoundly sad for the people of Joplin.
I just could not get the image of St. John’s Hospital out of my mind. The news reports at the time were that at least five people had been killed by flying glass (this
was later corrected as they had actually died because a generator went out).“Here
we go again,” I said, “the glass always gets the blame.” That was the case with the
hurricanes of the late 1970s and 1980s—until studies showed that debris from
roofs and from inside the building were the major causes of damage. Since that
time, there have been many studies with any number of results, all of which are a
variation of this: when the glass stays in the frame there is less damage. Period.
Our editors quickly realized that Joplin had implications for the readers of all of
our magazines. What followed was the development of an unprecedented company-wide special report about Joplin across each of our publications. On page
30, you’ll see Megan Headley’s detailed report about Joplin, tornadoes and glass.
It’s an excellent piece from which I am sure you will benefit.
If you make or sell doors and/or windows, you will want to read the in-depth
two-part investigative series in the July/August DWM/Door & Window Manufacturer Magazine by Tara Taffera. Tara also traveled to Lubbock, Texas, to the Hurricane Research Center to see how glass fares in high winds. (You can also catch
her video newscast about it at www.dwmmag.com).
Editor Katie Hodge looked at film as a possible solution for keeping glass in
place during tornadoes in the September/October issue of her WINDOW FILM magazine (www.windowfilmmag.com). Ellen Rogers of Architect’s Guide to Glass is
developing an article that educates architects about the use of glass in tornadoprone areas. And Penny Stacey of AGRR Magazine is in the process of writing a
feature about what happened to the auto glass industry in Joplin. It was a neverbefore seen effort across all our publications to bring the news to readers in a way
that relates uniquely to the readers of each magazine.
When you read the article in USGlass, you will see there are technologies that
can help glass mitigate damage in a tornado. So maybe some good will come from
Joplin after all.
And if I had to give a theme to this issue, redemption is the word I’d use. In
addition to learning about tornado-resistant glass, we also have an interview
with Leon Silverstein concerning the events surrounding the bankruptcy of his
company, Arch Aluminum & Glass, last year. This telling interview appears on page 44.
Also in this issue is our preview of the upcoming Atlanta
Show. All our editors will be there in booth #2411. I will be
there September 12-13 this year, so if you are there, please
say hi. You just might go home with an iPad to boot.
One final note for this September issue. It makes a
decade since we tore up the cover of our October issue
and replaced it with the image of glass F-16s flying overhead. We keep all those who were killed or injured and
all those who were affected—and really who wasn’t?—
in our hearts always. ■
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GuestBook

Do You Pay Spec Fees?
Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
by Michael Collins

W

ould you offer a lavish gift in
hopes of turning up in an
architect’s spec? If you say
no, others are saying yes. In recent
months I’ve encountered stories from
several manufacturers in the industry
regarding architects and specification
fees, or “spec fees.” These are fees given
to an architect by a building product
manufacturer. They are paid in exchange for the architect specifying the
manufacturer’s products on, typically, a
commercial or high-end residential
project. Such product specifications
usually bear the “no equal” qualifier.
This means the specified manufacturer’s product must be used and no
substitute will be accepted. That type of
spec is appropriate if it generates from
the architect’s genuine belief that the
specified product is without peer and is
the optimal solution for the project at
hand. The problem arises, however,
when the architect has essentially offered for sale the highest opinion he can
pronounce on a building product.

SPOTTING SPEC FEES
These spec fees can consist of readily
identifiable items, such as cash or gold
watches. They can also come in a form
that makes it difficult to differentiate
from thorough professional due diligence. For example, if an architect is
flown to the Bahamas to inspect a manufacturer’s doors or windows in the
field, who would know whether they
could have inspected a similar product
installation in their own city? Such trips
can represent a soft spec fee and can
lead to conflicts of interest.
The notion of a “conflict of interest”
as a legal term is relatively new. According to a 2009 study by Michael Davis

8

and Josephine Johnston, it was in 1949
that “conflict of interest” made its first
appearance in a court case involving its
modern meaning. Ten more years
passed until any federal legislation addressed the term and its meaning. Two
key legal dictionaries did not carry entries regarding conflicts of interest until
1967 and 1979. While they have only
appeared in the legal lexicon in the past
40 years, conflicts of interest are relatively easy to spot. Like a beautiful piece
of art, you know one when you see it. If
one examines the economic transactions taking place in a given situation
and is left feeling that it would be difficult to faithfully execute one’s obligations to all stakeholders, a conflict of
interest most likely exists.

CONDONING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
The National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards (NCARB) and the
American Institute of Architects have
made their position on conflicts of interest very clear. The rules of conduct of
both organizations state that conflicts of
interest should be avoided whenever possible and must be fully disclosed when
they cannot reasonably be avoided. More
to the point, the NCARB rules state that
an architect “shall not accept compensation for services from more than one
party on a project unless the circumstances are fully disclosed to and agreed
to … by all parties.” The concept behind
such disclosure is that if the client
is aware of the potential conflict
and still proceeds, buyer beware is
the controlling rule.
Everyone involved in a building
project, especially the client, assumes that the architect’s loyalty is
staunchly to the primary client

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

compensating them. If this trust erodes,
consumer confidence will deteriorate
quickly, adding mistrust and inefficiencies to the building process. Who among
us wouldn’t question an architect’s specification of a given product with no possible substitutions if we knew the
architect had received lavish perks from
the manufacturer of that product?
As in most professions, the vast majority of architects likely would refuse to
accept a spec fee or similar kickback
from a manufacturer. The fact that some
of them are doing so, however, suggests
that others might or will. There is a particularly high risk because the slowdown in construction has directly
impacted architects’ revenues. It is incumbent on architects to adhere to the
clear and firm rules put forth by their
professional organizations—that conflicts of interest must be avoided or disclosed fully. Manufacturers must refuse
to take part in such payments and
should probably sever ties with architects that demand them.
There is no job or series of jobs worth
allowing the fabric of trust in this industry to be twisted and torn. Left
unchecked, spec fees would become a
race to the bottom in which every industry participant’s integrity would be questioned by consumers. We owe it to
ourselves to adhere to time-honored
standards of conduct so this will remain
an industry of which we can be proud. ■
M i c h a e l C o l l i n s is a
Chicago-based investment
banker with a specialized
merger and acquisition
practice in the door and
window industry.
www.usglassmag.com
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It’s ultra condensation resistant and ultra flexible.
It’s ultra trusted and an ultra value.
Kawneer’s new 1600UT Curtain Wall System™ is

Setting the standard in thermal innovation.

© 2011 Kawneer Company, Inc.

Architectural Aluminum Systems
Steel + Stainless Steel Systems
Entrances + Framing
Curtain Walls
Windows

kawneer.com
kawneergreen.com
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GANAPerspectives

Something for Nothing?
GANA Provides Resources for All
by Ashley M. Charest

W

ith the recent trend of stock
market roller coaster rides,
negative construction projections and daily challenges to running
a business profitably and successfully,
the average contract glazing firm has to
wonder,“when will this even out? When
will times go back to ‘normal?’ When
will our industry resume being profitable with a calendar that is filled for
next year and the year beyond?”
At the Glass Association of North
America (GANA), our goal is to help
your glazing firm succeed now and in
the future. We understand your challenge of today’s economic climate being
the worst than most have ever personally witnessed. Our question is: what
can we do for you?

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING?
Not a GANA member? Our organization is here to better the industry as a
whole, which is the reason our members devote countless hours to creating
technical and educational documents
that address specific questions within
our industry. With more than 30 complimentary glass informational bulletins available online and being used
by tens of thousands of industry professionals, GANA has worked to address issues and concerns such as items
commonly missing from fenestration
system documents and bid considerations for contract glazing proposals. We
also have started a series of white papers on LEED® and how glazing can
help achieve valuable credits. Are you
more of a visual person? Check out our
complimentary online videos that show
how glass products are made or visit
our podcast section that discusses
trends, issues and upcoming products.
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Our organization is here to better the industry
as a whole, which is the reason our members
devote countless hours to creating technical
and educational documents that address
specific questions within our industry.
ENHANCED LEARNING
Already a GANA member? Fantastic,
because the association offers you additional educational resources at significantly reduced prices. Do you have a new
project manager or just want to standardize operations within your facility?
Check out GANA’s Project Managers Reference Manual. This document provides
procedural guide references that begin
with the estimating and contract
processes, the establishment of the project team, and continue through installation and project close-out. GANA’s
Building Envelope Contractors (BEC) Division developed this manual based on
many years of experience in the industry.
Emphasis is placed on finishing a quality project that adheres to industry standards. Hiring new employees? Have them
take a correspondence course on blueprint reading. GANA’s Blueprint Reading
and Labor Estimating Course is designed
for beginning estimators in the contract
glazing business. It is intended to provide
the beginner with many of the basic facts
about the materials used as well as
a basic systematic approach to estimating metal, glass and labor.

WHERE THE GOLD IS….
As with every profession, contract glaziers need to be in constant
communication with architects,
vendors and even each other. That

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

helps your company find out about new
projects, products and allows peers to interface with each other regarding common problems, new ideas and just the
general sense of community. Each year
GANA hosts the BEC Conference, which
is a mixture of education, product information and, most importantly, networking. Next year the BEC Conference will
be held March 18-20, 2012, in Las Vegas.
We hope you will make time in your
schedule to visit with peers and vendors
to add another layer of information to
cement your future success. You can
learn more about the conference at
www.becconference.com.
As we all know, the stock market will
eventually correct its ups and downs, construction will turn around and your contract glazing businesses will continue to
thrive and succeed. But as we hold on to
those hopes, turn to GANA to assist you
with the questions and concerns you have
right now. Allow us to assist you during
these difficult times and we know you’ll
see that our something isn’t nothing. ■

A s h l e y C h a r e s t , CAE,
is the account executive for
GANA.

www.usglassmag.com
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Machinery and Tools for Pre-processing

Visit us at Vitrum to see
our new Bavelloni machines
Innovation, reliability, quality and eco-friendliness: values driving
the new Bavelloni range design.
During our 65th anniversary, Glaston Bavelloni is proud to present Vitrum visitors
with a totally new series of straight line edging and double edging machines with
cup and peripheral wheels.
Each of the new models features better final product quality, unmatched reliability,
decreased processing costs, modern technology, environmental focus and energy
savings.
Since 1946, Glaston Bavelloni has had a unique tradition: innovation in flat glass
processing.
Come see our new Bavelloni range at Vitrum Hall 24, Stand L09.
Learn more about the Glaston Bavelloni machines and services at www.glaston.net
SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA
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400 Fifth Avenue.
Architect: Robert Siegel,
Principal and Founding
Partner, Gwathmey
Siegel & Associates
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this envelope
delivered
When others say no, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ says yes.

“When you are designing complex, custom operable windows, you need
to rely on experts,” said Robert Siegel, Principal and Founding Partner
of Gwathmey Siegel & Associates. Siegel’s firm has been called one
of the ten most influential architectural firms by Architect Magazine.
And while most manufacturers promise the moon and the stars when

specified to close the building envelope. To learn more, call us at

“Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
provided precisely what was
needed. These windows are
faceted or angulated, with
outside corners at the
condominium levels that
are all glass. Residents
enjoy a stunning view of
midtown Manhattan,”
said Robert Siegel.

1-866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278), or visit oldcastlebe.com.

Origami by Robert Lang

it comes to customization, many simply can’t deliver. In fact, on a
recent project, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ was brought in to design,
engineer and manufacture custom windows when another manufacturer
could not execute. And custom-engineered architectural windows
are just the beginning. We are the leading manufacturer of products
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Powered by USGlass

NEWS NETWORK

visit www.usgnn.com™ for news every day

Trulite Announces Upcoming
Consolidations, Facility Accident Occurs

T

rulite Glass & Aluminum in Tamarac, Fla., is consolidating sites belonging to its recently merged
businesses: the former Vitro America,

United Glass Corp. and Arch Aluminum
& Glass (see August 2011 USGlass, page
16). Which sites, however, it has yet to say.
“Consolidating the three companies

FeneVision Hosts Glass
Processing Automation Day 2011

urora, Ohio-based FeneTech,
producers of FeneVision software, hosted its first Glass
Processing Automation Day in June.
More than 40 attendees from ten
different countries representing 25
companies attended.
Sessions were conducted by
Horst Mertes, director of global
sales, and Craig Morris, director of FeneTech welcomed 40 attendees from
engineering, both of FeneTech. 10 countries to its first conference.
They introduced the company’s
version 7.6 software featuring the “Dashboard,” a one-stop location for obtaining business metrics in real time. Mertes also explained the advantages of
using the iPad version.
“When glass breaks on the jobsite, contract glaziers can immediately reorder on
their iPad, instead of having to wait until they are back in their offices,” he said.
The software’s production tool develops a work plan for each item ordered,
and operates on batch optimization. Its Opti-Break system shows releases displayed by glass type and works through a touch screen for easy use in the plant.
Morris presented the company’s iPad programs, stating, “Tablets are taking
off as acceptable business tools. The benefit to the user includes the ability to
check the status of each work cell, whether in the plant or out.”
Partner company presentations included Bystronic Glass’ new speed’cut advanced glass cutting technology. Scott Knisely, president of Bystronic, discussed the available configurations of different cutting machines that run on
FeneVision software. Knisely’s presentation demonstrated one of the features
of the company’s newest technology, the ability to change out a wheel for different glass thickness totally through automation.
Quality control inspection was discussed by Christian Krenn, sales director
of Soft Solution in Austria, and Nate Huffman, FeneTech’s application engineer. Through a joint partnership, they provide sensors, light sources and software for detecting defects.
❙❙➤ www.fenetech.com

A
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involves the reduction of overlapping
footprints,” says Ben Thomas, director of
strategic marketing for Trulite. “We are
eliminating redundancies by evaluating
both their sites and footprints and making our selection based on capabilities
and cost to run the location. There will
be fewer total sites than the three companies had on their own, but the same
geography will be covered. Obvious consolidations will occur, but our customers
will have the same coverage.”
Which locations will be affected?
“This is an ongoing project and, as
such, many of the answers to those questions are still being worked out,” Thomas
adds. “For both that reason and [because] it is centric to how we run our operations I am unable to elaborate
further.”
It’s unknown whether or not the plant
in Youngsville, N.C., will remain open or
close. That location was the site where,
on August 5, an electrician was killed by
an accidental fall. Eric Eugene Black, 31,
with Act Electric of Wake Forest, N.C.,
died at the plant.
“Preliminary findings indicate that the
electrician was working on a lift, and a
crane moving glass collided with his lift,”
says Dolores Quesenberry, a spokesperson for the North Carolina Department
of Labor in Raleigh, N.C. “He fell about
25 feet and died.”
The investigation will involve talking
to eyewitnesses and employees, and
checking training records. Typically such
investigations take between three and
four months to complete, she adds.
“Unfortunately this is not something
we could comment on as an investigation
is underway,” Thomas says.

❙❙➤ www.trulite.com
continued on page 16
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+ Bautec structural insulating strips
®
+ TGI -Spacer
= Superior performing window
and curtain wall systems
It’s not a complicated equation…the combination of Technoform’s Bautec structural
insulating strips and TGI-Spacer equals achievement of today and tomorrow’s
most stringent thermal demands. Our 35+ years of worldwide fenestration systems
experience enables us to provide spacers and insulating strips that deliver unsurpassed
design capabilities, energy management, durability and structural strength in all
climates. And our global network of industry specialists is ready to assist with all steps
of the design and manufacturing process to create the high performance window and
curtain wall systems required by today’s architects and fabricators.

www.technoform.us | 330-487-6600

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA
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NewsNow
continued

Acralight Acquires Mfg
Rights for Certain
Naturalite Products
Acralight International Skylights
in Santa Ana, Calif., has acquired
from Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
the assets and manufacturing rights
to produce standard skylights,
smoke vents and related products
formerly produced by Naturalite.
Lance McCabe, chairman and chief
executive officer of Acralight, says
the acquisition did not include the
Naturalite name, which is still owned
by Oldcastle. The acquisition was finalized July 12. As the acquisition did not
include the facility in Terrell, Texas,
Acralight has moved into a facility
nearby.
Operating as Acralight International
Skylights, Texas Division, McCabe

says the acquisition establishes the
company as the only full-line manufacturer of skylights in the United
States with manufacturing and shipping locations east and west of the
Rocky Mountains.
Also as a result of the acquisition,
Acralight has hired Jeff Rutledge,
who had been the general manager
of Naturalite for many years. Rutledge
will serve as vice president/general
manager for Acralight’s central and
eastern expansion.

❙❙➤ www.acralight.com

KL-megla America
Acquires CHMI Assets
KL-megla America LLC in Oxnard,
Calif., has finalized a deal with Touch
Red Inc. and State Central Bank of
Keokuk, Iowa, to purchase the assets of

Custom Hardware Manufacturing Inc.
(CHMI).
The purchase gives KL-megla,
among other things, exclusive ownership of CHMI’s portfolio of intellectual
property. The new owner will continue
to manufacture and distribute much
of the CHMI hardware. In addition,
the company is adding a Midwest
regional distribution and custom fabrication facility.
“The acquisition is a timely opportunity that will inject stability and
confidence into the market,” says Peter
Reinecke, chief executive officer.
CHMI closed in late 2009 due to
financial insolvency, according to
KL-megla.

❙❙➤ www.kl-megla.com
continued on page 18

6 Different Compositions
Including water resistant (shown),
standard (hardboard core), impact
resistant, and fire resistant

glazeguard® 250 wr
for 1/4" systems

glazeguard® 1000 wr
for 1" systems

GlazeGuard®
Opaque Glazing Infill Panels
16
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Wide Variety Of Finishes
Including anodized colors to match
storefronts and window frames,
Kynar 500® solid tones and metallics

Stocked nationally by local glasshouses!
Find a distributor in your area... (800) 446-8828
or visit www.citadelap.com.
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Our technology –
your success
Let Grenzebach improve your Float Glass Quality
We offer
● reliable real time high end glass inspection systems
● advanced defect detection
● complete system integration including various
cutting lines communication
● database for communication with MES
● fast world wide online support, service and training
● easy and intuitive HMI
● low total costs of operation
Make the right move –
Choose our competence in quality control systems
at
ur visit
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y
o
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We loo at GlassBuild
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GRENZEBACH Maschinenbau GmbH
Albanusstraße 1–3, Hamlar
86663 Asbach-Bäumenheim, Germany
Phone: +49 906 982-2000
Fax: +49 906 982-2108
info@grenzebach.com

www.grenzebach.com

GRENZEBACH Algoscan GmbH
Machtlfinger Straße 21
81379 Munich, Germany
Phone: +49 89 748558-0
Fax: +49 89 748558-599
info.gal@grenzebach.com
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NewsNow
continued

Fletcher-Terry Co. Moves
to New Corporate Facility
Fletcher-Terry has relocated to a new
operating and manufacturing facility in
East Berlin, Conn. The new 47,000square-foot facility houses its manu-

facturing, warehousing, sales and marketing, customer service and the senior
management team.
The new facility features a product
display area allowing the company’s
distributors and customers to experi-

Say hello to the future
of energy-saving aluminum
windows and doors.

Introducing

ence firsthand the performance value
that Fletcher substrate cutters provide
to users.

❙❙➤ www.fletcher-terry.com

Bohle America Forms
New Department
Bohle America Inc. in Charlotte, N.C.,
has formed a new Bohle Industrial Automatic Glass Cutting Technology and
Chemicals Department in Harwinton,
Conn. This new department, led by
Dana Barberet, director of cutting and
chemicals for Bohle America, will focus
on developing and introducing new
glass cutting technology from the company’s manufacturing headquarters in
Haan, Germany.
Barberet will lead the department
with Shawn Zenuh; both are veterans
with more than 30 years of experience
in the U.S. automatic cutting industry.

❙❙➤www.bohle-america.com

Masonite Acquires
Marshfield DoorSystems
Encapsulated
mechanical lock

mechanical lock profile

Masonite Inc., headquartered in
Tampa, Fla., has acquired Marshfield
DoorSystems Inc. Representatives say
the acquisition will allow the company
to offer a wider range of products for
the commercial market.
Marshfield is a provider of doors and
door components for commercial and
architectural applications; its 2010 revenue exceeded $100 million dollars. No
other financial details of the acquisition
have been disclosed. It employs approximately 600 people, with a primary
facility in Marshfield, Wis., and two
smaller locations in Greensboro, N.C.,
and Largo, Fla.

❙❙➤ www.masonite.com
AZON SAVES ENERGY
Contact us to learn about the
role of Azon thermal barriers
in energy conservation.

1-800-788-5942 | www.azonintl.com
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briefly ...
Zeledyne has ceased production
at its two remaining plants in Tulsa,
Okla., and Juarez, Mexico. The float
glass manufacturer exited the commercial glass business in 2010, but
had maintained its auto glass operations until the closures. ■
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Codes Regulations
NFRC Moves Action Items
During Summer Virtual Meeting

A

lthough members of the National Fenestration Ratings
Council (NFRC) did not meet in
person in July, a “virtual meeting” allowed the group to vote on and move
forward a number of activities.
The board of directors ultimately approved the lone bid from Carli Inc. to
refine the Component Modeling
Approach (CMA) algorithms as part
of an Algorithm Research Project. During the bid review task group, Tom
Culp of Birch Point Consulting explained that as the group moves
more toward advanced products it’s
necessary to minimize the margin
of error between those and the simpler products with which the program began.
The subcommittee approved the motion to accept the bid to further improve the accuracy of CMA as it relates
to advanced fenestration products.
The board voted unanimously and
agreed with that motion once Jim Benney, NFRC chief executive officer, explained that funding is available.
Benney noted that NFRC recently received approval of a five-year grant
from the Department of Energy for
$400,000 a year over the next five
years. The funding will be available
October 1.
The NFRC board also approved motions to extend both the Windows 6Therm 6 Validation Research Project
and the CMA Condensation Resistance
Research Project until the next meeting
this fall, set to take place November 710 in Atlanta.
Joe Hayden of Pella Corp., chair of the
Window 6 – Therm 6 Validation Research Project, noted that while the majority of the data is complete, further
refinement is needed. Hayden said one

20

more meeting cycle is needed to complete the project.
Charlie Curcija of LBNL (the contractor on the Condensation Resistance Factor Project) provided an
update on efforts to create a condensation resistance factor rating as part
of the CMA, which would be in alignment with NFRC 500. Curcija, however, noted, “We’re not getting good
agreement [between the two ratings]
and that is a concern … we’re going
beyond the scope, but we haven’t been
able to get agreement using the CMA
methodology.”
Following a presentation on measuring visible transmittance of translucent
panel products, the board approved a
request for proposal for the Complex
Fenestration VT Rating Research Project. During the Research Subcommittee meeting, Yossi Vinograd of CPI
Daylighting and Ross McCluney of SunPine Consulting had given a presentation to a task group focused on improving the NFRC’s ratings for translucent panel products.
Vinograd noted that currently
translucent panels have solar heat
gain coefficient and U-factor NFRC ratings only; per IECC 2009, 2012 and
ASHRAE 90.1, all fenestration products
must provide SHGC, U-factor and
visible transmittance (VT) according to
NFRC standards. He said that at
this time NFRC procedures cannot
simulate translucent panel products
for visible transmittance, so manufacturers can pretty much say whatever
they want about their products’ VT.
Vinograd and McCluney noted through
their presentation that there is an
urgent need for a VT rating by NFRC
for this class of products and requested feedback from membership on

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

the matter.
The Ratings Committee’s CMA Certification Subcommittee focused on
a ballot designed to improve the
layout and information provided
by the CMA label. While there were
no negatives, Nils Petermann of the
Alliance to Save Energy suggested
differentiating between fixed/operable/
storefront/curtainwall/entry
doors
as not only metal products, but nonmetal as well. The group ultimately
agreed with the revision. The
ballot was approved as amended by
the subcommittee and later by the
board.
The CMA Technical Subcommittee
discussed the development of a procedure for modeling spandrel systems
so they can eventually be added into CMAST. The Technical Task Group
will focus on this ballot, for which a
request for proposal (RFP) had previously been submitted. Catherine Best,
chair of the CMA Technical Task Group,
noted that the RFP ballot has been
put on hold due to funding concerns
and will be re-ballotted for the Fall
Meeting.
Also as part of the board meeting,
Benney discussed the Blind Verification Program that the NFRC is developing. The program is designed to
verify that ENERGY STAR-qualified
and NFRC-rated fenestration products
sold in the marketplace are consistent with the products listed in the
NFRC Certified Products Directory.
Under the blind product rating verification pilot program, individual fenestration products would be purchased
annually by NFRC. These purchases
would be made without involvement
from the manufacturer.
❙❙➤ www.nfrc.org ■
www.usglassmag.com
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ContractGlazing
N.C. Clarifies Windborne Debris
Protection for Replacement Glazing

I

f you sell products into North Carolina you should know that a windborne debris interpretation was
issued recently by the North Carolina
Department of Insurance.
According to the interpretation,
windborne debris protection is required for replacement windows in exterior walls of structures located in the
windborne debris region as defined in
NC Building Code, Section 1609.2, and
NC Residential Code, Section 202, in
certain situations. The situations that
may arise, and whether or not they require updated protection, are as follows:
a) Replacing only a glazing panel
and not an entire window in a double-hung or casement type unit:
No, windborne debris protection is
not required, unless the existing window is designed for it, in which case the
replacement panel is required to provide windborne debris protection. The
glazing panel is considered repair and
can be repaired with a like material.
b) Replacing only a window sash
and not an entire window:

No, windborne debris protection is
not required, unless the existing window is designed for it, in which case the
replacement sash is required to provide
windborne debris protection. The sash
is considered repair and can be repaired with a like material.
c) Replacing a window but not removing the existing window frame:
Yes, windborne debris protection is
necessary. The window unit is considered new construction and must meet
the requirements for new construction.
d) Replacing a window and the existing window frame:
Yes, windborne debris protection is
necessary. The window unit is considered new construction and must meet
the requirements for new construction.
e) Replacing a storefront glazing
panel in an existing window frame:
Yes, windborne debris protection is
necessary. The glazing panel is considered new construction and must meet
the requirements for new construction.
Additional information, including illustrations of requirements, is available

Court Dismisses Lawsuit Against
U.S. Green Building Council
he United States District Court in New York City dismissed in its entirety
the lawsuit brought against the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) in
Washington, D.C., by Henry Gifford and others, holding that none of the
plaintiffs in the action had alleged or could allege any legal interest to be protected by their lawsuit (see November 2010 USGlass, page 14).
The court dismissed the federal false advertising claims “with prejudice,”
meaning that the court’s dismissal of those claims is final and that plaintiffs
are barred from filing a new suit based on those claims. The court’s ruling simultaneously dismissed plaintiffs’ state law false advertising claims.

T

22
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by viewing previous interpretations
posted on the NCDOI website,
www.ncdoi.com.
The effective date for the North Carolina codes was September 1, 2011,
with a mandatory effective date of
March 1, 2012.
Dwight Wilkes, the American Architectural Manufacturers Association
Southeast codes consultant, says that
the interpretation provides answers to
frequently asked questions.
“It is a good document and when any
enforcement agency says this is what
you have to do when you have to do it,
that helps clarify the code,” he says.
As far as permits Wilkes says it is always important to check with local jurisdictions before beginning work.
“A lot of states will adopt a code but
not the administrative section. It does
get very complex,” he says.
“Following the above clarifications
is not a problem,” comments Thomas
Sauers, vice president of sales for
Wind-Tech Products in Cross Hill,
S.C. However, he adds, “I do question
the understanding of the recipient of
the upgrade to the storefront
mentioned in point E … just because
an existing storefront not designed for
impact glass receives an impact glass
replacement, this does not make the
installation an impact-rated installation. Typically an installation meeting
impact requires an increase in the anchorage pattern and a stronger anchor
than used in typical construction.
Impact-rated designs also allow for
increased frame coverage on the glass
(bite) and the existing frame does
not provide this. Bottom line is, the
replacement is better, but not an
impact-rated package.” ■
www.usglassmag.com
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PROTECTIVE GLAZING
CONTINUES TO ADVANCE
As Government Projects Keep Contractors Busy,
More Glass Companies Enter the Protective Glazing Fray
By Megan Headley

The Wilkie D. Ferguson Jr. Miami Federal Courthouse
didn’t shy away from using glass despite having to meet
hurricane requirements and blast-resistance criteria.

24

buildings, military bases and other
government projects while commercial and residential construction
waned. As a result, protective glazing
products have moved from a highly
specialized niche to a demand everyone in the glass industry is looking to
supply.

Everybody’s Doing It
No doubt about it, protective glazing is a hot spot right now.
“In the last ten years I’d say the
biggest change in protective glazing
and custom applications of it have become the majority of the work that we
do,” says Gantt Miller, chief executive
officer of Winco Window in St. Louis.
As more manufacturers begin producing these products, glazing contractors are lining up to put them in.
Stewart P. Jeske, P.E., president of JEI
Structural in Kansas City, Mo., agrees.
“There are a lot more contractors that
are trying to enter into this area because that’s where a lot of the money
is right now,” he says.
Today, the nation’s largest real estate
developer, the General Services Administration (GSA), is putting more
construction companies, and their
glazing subcontractors, to work on
projects requiring a level of security.

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

“Most of the projects have been
courthouses, airports and every new
or retrograded government installation,” says Ricardo Carrillo, principal
consultant with Acumen Industries in
Conroe, Texas.
It’s not just the U.S. government,
points out Vic Cornellier, president of
TSI Exterior Wall Systems in Landover,
Md. “It’s every government, so embassies, consulate offices, private developers even that might have a
building full of defense contractors. If
government representatives are going
to be in those buildings, then they
have to have a blast regulation also,” he
says.
As demand grows, so too do the
number of contractors and fabricators
working with these materials.

Breaking Out of the Mold
Cornellier recalls installing blast
jobs 15 years ago, when Norshield in
Montgomery, Ala., was about the only
supplier of those products.
Back then, Cornellier recalls, “Each
government agency was developing its
own criteria and they weren’t communicating, like [they had] trade secrets.
Then GSA … standardized blast performance. But there are still agencies
that work independent of that.”

www.usglassmag.com

Photo: Robin Hill.
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n the ten years since September 11,
2001, citizens of and visitors to the
United States have grown accustomed to a world of heightened security. By 2003, when Sandia National
Laboratory released the report Assessment, Development and Testing of
Glass for Blast Environments, the glass
industry knew that protective glazing
could play an important role in protecting building occupants from all
manner of threats.
The report stated: “Evidence that
hardened windows can protect personnel is provided by the performance
of the new windows in the renovated
section of the Pentagon when it was
struck by an airplane on September
11, 2001. Recently completed retrofits
to the structure included installing
thermally tempered and laminated
windows designed for blast-resistance.
Many of these windows did not fail
even when they were exposed to the
aircraft fuel fireball, thereby preventing fire from entering many of the offices around the crash location.”
From there, the demand for protective glazing products grew. Just as importantly, the demand has remained
relatively steady in the last two years
as government funding has kept afloat
the construction schedules of federal
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Greg Galloway, product marketing
manager for YKK Architectural Products in Austell, Ga., explains that today,
“There are two main organizations that
provide standards and job specifications. GSA manages more than 9,000
government buildings and uses GSA
TS01-2003 [GSA-TS01-2003 is the test
standard used by GSA and other agencies using the Interagency Security
Committee’s (ISC) Security Design Criteria]. The Department of Defense
(DOD) promulgated the United Facilities Criteria (see “Future Changes Coming to UFC, ASTM F2248 Standard” on
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Description of Glazing
Response
Glazing does not break.
Doors will be reusable.
Glazing will fracture, remain in
the frame and results in a
minimal hazard consisting of
glass dust and slivers.
Doors will stay in frames, but
will not be reusable.
Glazing will fracture, potentially
come out of the frame, but at
a reduced velocity, does not
present a significant injury
hazard. Doors may fail, but they
will rebound out of their frames,
presenting minimal hazards.
Glazing will fracture, potentially
come out of the frame, and is
likely to be propelled into the
building, with the potential
to cause serious injuries. Doors
may be propelled into rooms,
presenting serious hazards.
Doors and windows will fail
catastrophically and result
in lethal hazards.
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page 26). It is a prescriptive standard
built specifically around the use of
polyvinyl butyral (PVB) as the interlayer.” He notes, “DOD administers requirements for military bases and they
tend to rely more heavily on controlled
perimeters: fences and people with
guns at checkpoints.”
These regulations, Cornellier says,
formed the start of the blast industry.
With standards in place, new companies began to enter the fray. “Usually
the commodity [suppliers], have
products that meet the low level of
blast, so at least they’ve got their foot

UFC 4-010-01 Levels of
Protection for Glazing Systems
Protection
Level
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into the door.”
“Ten years ago it was a lot more
cookie cutter,” Miller agrees. Today, suppliers looking to stand out may move to
more custom systems.
But challenges, of course, face glass
fabricators and especially installers
jumping into this specialized arena.
“A lot of time the glazing contractors
are not very informed on these [protective glazing] issues, and so whenever they bid these [projects] they
may not know what to look for in the
continued on page 26

ISC Security Criteria Glazing
Performance Conditions
Performance Protection/
Condition
Hazard
Level

Description of Glazing
Response

1

Safe/
None

Glazing does not break. No
visible damage to glazing or frame.

2

Very High/
None

Glazing cracks but is retained by
the frame. Dusting or very small
fragments near sill or on floor
acceptable.

3

High/
Very Low

Glazing cracks. Fragments enter
space and land on floor no further
than 3.3 ft. from the window.

4

Medium/
Medium

Glazing cracks. Fragments enter
space, land on floor and impact a
vertical witness panel at a
distance of no more than 10 ft.
from the window at a height no
greater than 2 ft. above the floor.

5

Low/
High

Glazing cracks and window
system fails catastrophically.
Fragments enter space
impacting a vertical witness
panel at a distance of no
more than 10 ft. from the
window at a height greater than
2 ft. above the floor.
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Protective GlazinG
continued from page 25

specifications,” Jeske says.“They end up
getting burned on the back end.”
For example, Jeske sees, “they’re supposed to submit calculations on down
the road and, a lot of times, they haven’t
been thoroughly educated in the specs
what to look for … Or they don’t understand that it requires three times the
amount of anchors that they were orig-

inally thinking about, or that the system
that was originally tested under blast
loads does not really meet the requirements that were specified. So they get
into a lot of messes that way.”
Cornellier has worked on enough
projects with blast requirements to
know that they take a lot more time, a
lot more money and a lot more experi-

Future Changes Coming to UFC
by Matt Quinlivan
or the past several years, the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC 4-010-01)
has been the governing code for all U.S. Department of Defense (DOD)
blast mitigation projects. Referencing ASTM F2248-03, Standard Practice For Specifying An Equivalent 3-Second Duration Design Loading For Blast
Resistant Glazing Fabricated With Laminated Glass, the UFC provides a guideline for determining an appropriate static design blast pressure for both framing and connections of blast-resistant glazing systems.
Surprisingly, many engineers and glazing contractors are unaware of the requirements set forth by ASTM F2248-03 for the design of framing connections
for blast-resistant glazing systems. ASTM F2248-03 specifies connection design loads of at least 2.0 times the magnitude of the 3-second equivalent design load or the glazing resistance as determined from ASTM E1300, Standard
Practice For Determining Load Resistance Of Glass In Buildings, whichever is
greater. Often the glazing system connections to the main structure are only designed to resist 2.0 times the 3-second equivalent design load, despite the
glazing resistance of the system.
The UFC 4-010-01 currently is undergoing revisions that should clarify blast
design loads and reference a more stringent version of the ASTM F2248 standard—ASTM F2248-09. ASTM F2248-09 sets forth the following criteria for the
design of blast-resistant framing connections to the main structure:
a. 2.0 times the magnitude of the load resistance of the blast-resistant glazing if the maximum air blast pressure is greater than one half the magnitude
of the load resistance of the blast-resistant glazing.
b. 1.0 times the magnitude of the load resistance of the blast-resistant glazing if the maximum air blast pressure is less than one half the magnitude of
the load resistance of the blast-resistant glazing.
Currently, UFC 4-010-01 (the 2007 revision) references ASTM F2248-03,
and not the more up-to-date F2248-09 edition. It is our understanding that
ASTM F2248-09 is not required in the design of blast-resistant systems until
referenced in the most current version of the UFC, which is anticipated before
the end of this year.
The changes may be difficult to accommodate with static equivalent analysis and may require a larger push for dynamic blast analysis to maintain reasonable connections.

F

Matt Quinlivan, E.I.T., is an engineer with JEI Structural Engineering. This article is reprinted courtesy of JEI Structural Engineering.

ence than non-blast projects.
Walking through the process, he explains, “You end up having to design to
calculations based upon requirements
that are set forth in the specifications.
Then the owners, be it the government
or individual companies, hire a blast
consultant. They give you design criteria and then you have to submit calculations that show that you’re meeting
that design criteria.” From there,“All the
data is interpreted: you have to understand what the intent of the design is,
then you have to interpret it, then you
submit your interpretation, and they
tell you whether you got it right or you
got it wrong.”
Cornellier says he sees as much as
75-percent additional time spent on engineering and submittals for these projects compared to non-blast.
Carrillo agrees that the calculations
required often pose a problem—but
in a different way. He recalls bidding a
government project where the specification required a specific tool for analyzing the effects of blast/dynamic
forces upon glazing. “It utilized information other than the traditional
equivalent static forces methods
employed by most consulting engineering firms to design safety and blast
resistance glazing.” Problem was, he
found, access wasn’t granted “unless
you were already a governmentapproved contractor.”
As the market segment grows, more
resources are becoming available to
help glazing contractors and their
customers (see sidebar on page 28).

Product evolution
Valerie Block, senior marketing specialist with DuPont Glass Laminating
Solutions based in Wilmington, Del.,
notes that while building codes have
not adopted security glazing requirements that address terrorism, an increasing number of architects on
government and many high profile
commercial projects are including blast
continued on page 28
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onvenience and flexibility are
driving the trend toward complete railing systems…and
ARTACO Railing Systems, an
architectural division of TACO Metals,
Inc., is leading the way.
Already an industry innovator in railings
and components, the company has just
introduced complete systems that also
include project engineering and even the
glass–a one-stop shopping experience
greatly appreciated by busy architects,
contractors and fabricators.
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Given its distinct advantage of reduced
labor and installation time – resulting in
increased profits – a complete railing system
is the best solution for most builders. And

ARTACO's line of quality Q-railing components ensure easy, precise installation.
High tolerance machined components are
installed with specialty glue, eliminating
the hazard, time and expense of welding.
ARTACO places a high priority on fast
delivery. All standard systems are kept fully
stocked and ready to hit the road from
strategically located manufacturing and distribution facilities.
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ARTACO carries a wide range of instock designs, metal and glass options for
cutting edge building applications, including glass and cable infill railing systems and
canopy systems for doors or walkways.
For custom designs, ARTACO prevents the potential headaches of obtaining special order fabrication by keeping it
all in-house. ARTACO will cut to length,
drill and finish, making it just as convenient as a pre-packed system.
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When quality, flexibility and convenience come together, the total package is
sure to be a success. Dructor adds, “We are
looking forward to a bright future on the
cutting edge of our industry.”

+" '+

“Our products are engineered to meet
the highest international standards. As part
of TACO Metals, we have 50 years of
delivering outstanding quality behind us,”
says Paul Dructor, General Manager of
ARTACO Railing Systems.
- Advertisement -
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requirements in their architectural
specifications. “This has prompted
manufacturers to test and market blastresistant doors, windows, storefront
and curtainwall systems that incorporate laminated glass,” Block says. “Last
year we sponsored several rounds of
shock tube and arena testing to evaluate glazing systems made with PVB and
ionoplast interlayers. Both interlayers
are effective in reducing flying glass
fragments, a potential cause of injury
after a blast event.”
Julia Schimmelpenningh, global applications manager of architectural, advanced interlayers for Solutia Inc. in
Springfield, Mass., has likewise seen interest in protective interlayers.
“With the terrorist attacks there was
a huge interest peak in the desire for
bomb blast protection,” Schimmelpenningh says. “Many door and window
companies restructured or adapted
their framing systems to handle the
common loads that would be placed on
them based on the typical blast loads
being used. This represented a large
amount of interest in laminated glass
and the awareness that common ¼inch laminated glass with 0.030-inch or
greater interlayer thickness offered a
tremendous level of protection.”
In recent years, Galloway has found
that designers specifying blast performance are looking for increasingly
stronger levels of protection.
“[We] do an increasing number of
blast projects,” he says. “Until the last
couple of years, most projects specified
a 3b level of performance [ISC’s
“high” protection level; see “ISC Security Criteria Glazing Performance Con-

ditions” on page 25]. That is, after the
blast test, fragments of glass are allowed up to 10 feet away from the test
specimen. This can be achieved with
PVB as the interlayer.”
Today, Galloway says,“We are seeing
an increasing number of specifications
asking for a level 2 [ISC’s “very high”
protection level].”

Bundled Performance
As with the protective products being
sold in hurricane zones (see July 2011
USGlass, page 22), designers of government buildings are looking for more
than protection from attack. They’re
looking for a work environment with
natural light and that also performs
efficiently.
“Since 9/11, the glass and protective
window/protective fenestration industry have significantly advanced the
quality and performance of extreme
load and ballistic-resistant products. Key to this has been the development of protective product systems that
also provide energy efficiency in architecturally acceptable packages,” says
Joseph L. Smith, PSP, principal engineer,
director and senior vice president of
Applied Research Associates, an engineering and research company in Albuquerque. “Physical testing, coupled
with more advanced high fidelity analytic modeling, has allowed for the
use of lighter, more efficient and costeffective design solutions.”
Schimmelpenningh agrees that when
safety glazing is needed, architects,
designers and building owners are now
looking for bundled performance
options, “meaning safety and security

More Information
n 2010, the Glass Association of North America and Protective Glazing
Council International published a joint Protective Glazing Manual, which
incorporates a history of the protective glazing products including films, interlayers and glass. The manual goes into depth to describe typical applications (ballistics, blast, hurricane/seismic, security, etc.) and pertinent
information on testing standards and building codes. Both organizations have
published documents for download on their websites, www.glasswebsite.com
and www.protectiveglazing.org.
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as well as energy and sound control,”
she says. “As the awareness has grown
over the decade, the products have
evolved with options to meet most
needs. It’s the willingness to incorporate these options at the build, making
them part of the initial performance
requirements and building use
concepts, that have changed most,”
she adds. However, performance can
lead to challenges for fabricators.
Companies entering this evolving
market segment are sure to find additional challenges of their own. ■

Megan Headley is the editor
of USGlass.
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Can Glazing Help Essential Facilities Do A Better
Job of Protecting Occupants from Tornadoes?
by Megan Headley

Hospital administrators in tornado alley may be faced with a
difficult choice: move patients in critical care to a secure
location and hope they survive the move, or leave them in place
and risk the devastation of a direct hit.
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The EF5 tornado that struck Joplin, Mo., on May 22 left behind 151
fatalities, including five patients at St. John’s Regional Medical Center.
Debris and high winds destroyed windows throughout the hospital.

Essential Facilities
Essential facilities are defined by the International Building Code as:
“Buildings and other structures that are intended to remain operational
in the event of extreme environmental loading from flood, wind, snow
or earthquakes.” As Patrick Condon, PhD, LEED AP BD+C, owner of West
Tampa Glass in Tampa, Fla., explains, these facilities include hospitals,
continued on page 32
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Photos: Sisters of Mercy Health System

“T

he whole hospital shook and vibrated as we heard glass shattering, light bulbs popping, walls collapsing, people screaming, the ceiling caving in above us and water pipes breaking,
showering water down on everything,” recalls Dr. Kevin Kikta.
Kikta was one of two emergency room doctors on duty at St. John’s Regional Medical Center in Joplin, Mo., on May 22, 2011. The EF5 tornado that
touched down at 5:41 p.m. that Sunday would cut a path of destruction 3⁄4 of
a mile wide and nearly 7 miles long within the city limits, according to reports issued later by the National Weather Service (NWS). But to Kikta, it
was “like a bomb went off.”
“That’s the only way that I can describe what we saw next,” he says. “Patients were coming into the emergency department (ED) in droves. It was
absolute, utter chaos. They were limping, bleeding, crying, terrified, with debris and glass sticking out of them, just thankful to be alive. The floor was
covered with about 3 inches of water; there was no power, not even backup
generators, rendering it completely dark and eerie in the ED.”
In the weeks to follow—as the bodies were recovered, the debris of
nearly 8,000 structures impacted by the tornado shoveled aside and the
work of rebuilding tentatively began—images of the windowless hospital sitting in silent testimony to the destruction could be found illustrating countless news reports across the country. It was as stark an
illustration of destruction as the imagery of shattered glass strewn across
survivors’ stories.
The question now being asked by the engineers in Missouri who are
combing the remains of the city’s infrastructure, as well as by residents who
are contemplating rebuilding, is: what could have been done differently?
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30 Deadliest Single Tornadoes in U.S. History

Note: Some of these events that occurred prior to the era of comprehensive damage surveys may have been composed of multiple tornadoes along
a damage path. Death counts for events in the 1800s and early 1900s should
be treated as estimates, since recordkeeping of tornado deaths was erratic at
that time.
Tornado
Fatalities
Date
1
Tri State (Missouri/Illinois/Indiana)
695
March 18, 1925
2
Natchez, Mississippi
317
May 6, 1840
3
St. Louis, Missouri
255
May 27, 1896
4
Tupelo, Mississippi
216
April 5, 1936
5
Gainesville, Georgia
203
April 6, 1936
6
Woodward, Oklahoma
181
April 9, 1947
7
Joplin, Missouri
est 151
May 22, 2011
8
Amite LA, Purvis, Mississippi
143
April 24, 1908
9
New Richmond, Wisconsin
117
June 12, 1899
10 Flint, Michigan
116
June 8, 1953
11 Waco, Texas
114
May 11, 1953
12 Goliad, Texas
114
May 18, 1902
13 Omaha, Nebraska
103
March 23, 1913
14 Mattoon, Illinois
101
May 26, 1917
15 Shinnston, West Virginia
100
June 23, 1944
16 Marshfield, Missouri
99
April 18, 1880
17 Gainesville, Georgia
98
June 1, 1903
18 Poplar Bluff, Missouri
98
May 9, 1927
19 Snyder, Oklahoma
97
May 10, 1905
20 Natchez, Mississippi
91
April 24, 1908
21 Worcester, Massachusetts
90
June 9, 1953
22 Starkville MS, Waco, Alabama
88
April 20, 1920
23 Lorain/Sandusky, Ohio
85
June 28, 1924
24 Udall, Kansas
80
May 25, 1955
25 St. Louis, Missouri
79
Sep 29, 1927
26 Hackleburg, Alabama
78
April 27, 2011
27 Tuscaloosa-Birmingham, Alabama
61
April 27, 2011
28 “Candlestick Park,” Mississippi & Alabama 58
March 3, 1966
29 Cary, Mississippi
58
February 21, 1971
30 Judsonia, Arkansas
50
February 21, 1952
Source: Grazulis for pre-1950, NOAA/NWS data for post-1950

Operational EF Scale for Tornadoes

EF Number
0
1
2
3
4
5

3 Second Gust (mph)
65-85
86-110
111-135
136-165
166-200
Over 200

Source: National Weather Service

The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale
Category
Category One Hurricane
Category Two Hurricane
Category Three Hurricane
Category Four Hurricane
Category Five Hurricane

Source: National Weather Service
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Sustained Wind Speeds
74-95 mph
96-110 mph
111-130 mph
131-155 mph
greater than 155 mph
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continued from page 31
fire/rescue garages, earthquake and
storm shelters, power stations, ancillary support structures, aviation control towers, water storage and defense
structures.
For storm shelters, one might envision a windowless room as the safest
possible space, although in some
cases that, too, is changing. “Previous
community shelter design had little
glazing, whether they were hurricane
shelters or tornado shelters,” Condon
says. “But shelters are designed for
short-term protection of a few hours”
(see July 2011 USGlass, page 30). Not
so for some other essential facilities,
hospitals being the notable exception.
Gantt Miller, chief executive officer
of Winco Window in St. Louis, recalls
a recent conversation with a hospital
administrator by way of example. The
administrator commented that in a
typical hospital, “‘you know, [if ] we
have a tornado that comes through,
we have a choice: people that are on
critical care and are hooked up to different monitors and oxygen and IVs,
etc, do we take them off that and
move them to a secure location and
chance that they’re going to die from
that? Or do we leave them there and
hope that the tornado doesn’t hit
directly?’”
There doesn’t need to be a choice in
today’s construction. “There are some
hospitals now looking at taking certain
sections of their building and basically
hardening them so that they don’t have
to be faced with relocating people,”
Miller says.
There doesn’t need to be a choice
when it comes to construction materials available. But cost? That’s another
question.
“The question I’ve got is, a hospital’s going to be private or public
and, whichever case it is, are they
going to be able to afford to put in
something that’s basically just shy of
bullet-resistant glazing in every window?” asks Scott Norville, Ph.D., P.E.,
a professor in the department of civil
engineering at Texas Tech University
in Lubbock, Texas.
www.usglassmag.com
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In recent years, a new market for tornado-resistant glazing has sprung up.
For some, this recent spate of extraordinary tornadoes brings to mind a storm
from nearly 20 years ago that likewise
led to the rise of a new glass industry.
The locals in Florida still cite Andrew,
casually bringing him into conversation
as if he were a former neighbor rather
than the most destructive United States
hurricane of record. After Hurricane Andrew blasted his way across South
Florida on August 24, 1992, with a peak
gust of 164 mph—causing 23 deaths in
the United States and $26.5 billion in
damage—building codes strengthened
significantly along the East and Gulf
Coasts. The glass industry developed
new product lines and technologies in
response to tightened codes, and then
went beyond that to secure buildings for
high winds (see July 2009 USGlass, page
40) and once-in-a-lifetime storm events.
“There are a number of test methods
that exist and many were developed for
hurricane products,” says Ken Brenden,
technical services manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA). “Tornadoes are
on the same, if not higher, level than
what is expected during a hurricane—
but tornadoes are much more extreme
wind-wise.”

The Next
Evolution in Product
Norville explains that the wind
speeds reached by tornadoes tend to be
higher than those reached by hurricanes, and the debris fields tend to be
different.
“The difference between tornado
glazing and hurricane glazing is that
you can pretty well hold hurricane glazing in place with a standard frame and
with tornado glazing you need to notch
that up a bit [with] a much thicker
glass. It’s going to be thick laminated
glass,” he says.
Miller offers a droll comparison between the two types of impact glazing:
“Well, it’s like the difference between
boys and men,” he says.
www.usglassmag.com

Photo: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

An Industry Precedent

This image shows the storm system moments before spawning the tornado in
Joplin, Mo., estimated to have struck shortly before 6:00 pm CST. Many houses,
school buildings and the St. John Medical Center sustained major damage.

In other words: “With hurricane
[glazing] most of the testing—and
there are different levels of testing—are
done by propelling a 2-by-4 that’s 8-foot
long at around 34 mph at a window. The
window has to resist that or only tear a
certain amount. When you go to a tornado window, all of a sudden instead of
going at 30-some mph you’re going at
more than 100 mph and you’re using a
12-foot 2-by-4 that weighs 15 pounds.
Your kinetic energy is a whole lot
higher. And in the tornado tests, you basically have to have that 2-by-4 bounce
off the windows, so the people inside
the critical facilities can continue to do
their jobs,” Miller says.
According to information from Hurricane Test Laboratory LLC headquartered in Riviera Beach, Fla.,
performance testing for tornadoes can
include impact, static, cyclic and water
penetration evaluations. At the conclusion of testing, products are rated for
tornado-prone areas up to a certain
wind speed or level of protection. These
ratings give building and emergency officials the ability to measure and publish the quality of shelters and other
emergency buildings, especially in tornado prone areas.
Some say that polycarbonate products need to be a part of the product
formula to stand up to these tests.

According to Dr. David O. Prevatt, PE
(Massachusetts), an assistant professor
in the Department of Civil and Coastal
Engineering for the University of
Florida, “What we are finding in tornado shelters is they have to go to polycarbonate-type glazing instead of glass
to work at wind speeds we are talking
about [for tornadoes].”
“That is the perception,” Condon says,
but adds his own observations. “First, it
is difficult to glaze polycarbonate because the structural silicone required for
anchoring polycarbonate during extreme wind loads and impacts will not
hold the polycarbonate to the framing.
Second, polycarbonate and film products tend to scratch easily. Third, the
benefits of polycarbonates can be duplicated, as well as their shortcoming
avoided, by using laminated glass.”

Supplying New Demand
Products are beginning to show up
on the market with this tornado rating,
and a price tag to match their increased
sophistication. But the question is still
asked: why include windows at all?
Norville harkens back to a tornado in
Ft. Worth in 2000 that destroyed 3,200
lites in what was then the Bank One
Building (see April 2000 USGlass, page
continued on page 34
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continued from page 33
ple you don’t want to get injured, or whatever the case may be, in outside rooms
that are going to be subjected to this.”
In some structures, maybe that’s a
reasonable solution. However, architects will cite the overarching importance of having natural light in
facilities such as hospitals.
“Designers will balance the low risk
of a catastrophic storm against the
therapeutic impact of vision glass,”

Photos: Winco Windows

16).“They ended up razing the building
even though it was structurally fine because it was going to be so expensive to
replace the curtainwall,” Norville says.
He continues, “One thing I observed
from that building is that if you were in
… an inside hallway, the damage was relatively light. And so I start to wonder if in
major works and things like this—maybe
you ought to start thinking about not putting things you can’t live without, or peo-

Condon says. He offers a forecast: “My
opinion is that glass usage will not be
minimized but superior impact glass
will evolve and be adopted.”
In fact, Condon’s company has introduced what he believes to be the first curtainwall to pass all testing requirements
for ICC 500-08, ICC/NSSA Standard for
the Design and Construction of Storm
Shelters, at a laboratory with International Accreditation Service certification.
“West Tampa Glass tested a product to
comply with the ICC 500, both the hurricane as well as the tornado shelter requirements. At this time, these shelter
products are the basis of design for two
projects but have not been installed, except in the laboratory testing,” he says.
AAMA recently developed a standard, AAMA 512-11, Voluntary Specifications for Tornado Hazard Mitigating
Fenestration Products, to structure this
emerging market.
“We’ve been working on this AAMA
standard for a few years as our members determined this was a gap in the
market,” Brenden says. “If manufacturers will test to these [tornado glazing] standards it is up to them on how
they market these products. I would
expect that, at least initially, you will
see commercial companies adding
this to their offering.”
That seems to be the case today.
“Due to the increase in tornado testing requirements in project specifications, Kawneer is exploring tornado
testing standards for products,” says
Tanya Dolby, product engineer at
Kawneer Co. Inc. “In light of recent tornado events, we believe this will be a
growing requirement in future building
projects.”
In the case of an event such as in
Joplin, or Tuscaloosa, Ala., back in
April (see chart, page 32), with the
price tag of rebuilding growing and
the body count still in vivid memory,
the cost of these products seems a
weakened argument.
Miller recently put this into perspective for the CEO of a large hospital chain.

Tornado-resistant glazing is tested by withstanding the impact of a 15-pound,
12-foot-long 2-by-4 shot from a test cannon at 100 mph.

continued on page 36
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continued from page 34
“We were chatting and he was telling
me that his hospital rooms, in a fullservice hospital, would cost him anywhere from $700,000 to $1 million per
bed, or per room,” Miller says. “My response to him was ‘if you’re spending
that much for the room—or the bed, as
you refer to it—why wouldn’t you
spend an extra $1,000 or $1,500 on the
window in that room, and then be able
to say that it meets the multi-threat or
hurricane or tornado level? He just

This happened with the
LEED categories where
premium dollars are
spent to save energy
and the environment. A
similar program should
exist to encourage
premium dollars to
invest in hurricane- and
tornado-resistant
building categories that
save lives.
—Patrick Condon,
West Tampa Glass
laughed and said ‘I need to put you in
touch with my head of construction.’ So
it’s all relative. There’s no question it’s
more expensive—but what are you
going to get for it?”
For now, that seems incentive
enough. But what happens when a few
years pass and the inevitable complacency returns?
“If the building code would include
metrics for a ‘tornado-resistant’ building, I believe it would encourage essential facilities such as hospitals to
focus their designs,” Condon suggests.
“This happened with the LEED categories where premium dollars are
spent to save energy and the environment. A similar program should exist

36

to encourage premium dollars to
invest in hurricane- and tornado-resistant building categories that
save lives.”

When the State
Should Step In
As products evolve into this market—and with the spate of recent tornadoes having escorted 2011 into the
record books as the sixth deadliest year
for tornadoes in modern recordkeeping—questions might arise for mandating tornado-resistant buildings and,
more specifically, glazing in the codes.
“The adequacy of building codes is
often questioned after natural hazard
events like this,” says Jeff Inks, vice president of codes and regulatory affairs for
the Window and Door Manufacturers
Association.
However, Inks cautions that the gut
reaction—should we mandate stronger
buildings?—isn’t the first question that
should be addressed.
“When evaluating damage there are
many factors that must be considered,
including what code requirements the
[buildings] was built to to begin with,
whether those requirements were met
and whether installations of components such as windows and roofs were
done properly. That information is critical to determining whether the current
building codes are adequate,” he says.
As it stands now, the International
Building Code (IBC) does not cover tornado-resistant glazing.
“Under ASCE 7 references in the IBC
there is no ‘tornado-resistant’ glazing,”
Condon explains. Impact-resistant
glazing in the building code is hurricane glazing if it meets ASCE 7 wind
speeds for a Category 3 hurricane (see
chart on page 32). “Wind borne debris
regions are restricted to the Southeastern coastal areas, not tornado alley.”
In 2008, the International Code
Council (ICC), with the support of the
National Storm Shelter Association,
released its consensus standard on
the design and construction of storm
shelters, ICC 500. The Standard for the
Design and Construction of Storm

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

Shelters describes hurricane- and tornado-resistant glazing for shelters;
impact-resistant glazing that meets
hurricane requirements for shelters
protects against a Category 4 or Category 5 hurricane.
“Structurally, hurricane shelter glazing must meet wind loads based on the
ICC 500 hurricane wind map and survive impacts from a 9-pound 2-by-4 at
40 percent of the hurricane wind speed,”
Condon says by way of comparison.“Impact-resistant glazing that meets tornado shelter requirements protects
against an EF4 or EF5 [tornado]. Structurally, tornado shelter glazing must
meet wind loads based on the ICC 500
tornado wind map and survive impacts
from a 15-pound 2-by-4, up to 100 mph.”
Today, only Alabama mandates use of
that code.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), meanwhile, offers standards on designing safe rooms.
According to information from FEMA,
ICC 500 codifies much of the extremewind shelter recommendations of the
early editions of FEMA 320, Taking
Shelter From the Storm: Building a Safe
Room For Your Home or Small Business,
and FEMA 361, Design and Construction Guidance for Community Safe
Rooms. The FEMA website states: “The
ICC 500 provides minimum design and
construction requirements that may be
adopted by local jurisdictions for extreme-wind storm shelters, though it
does not provide the same near-absolute protection of FEMA 361 and 320
(2008 editions).”
“FEMA 543 [Design Guide for Improving Critical Facility Safety from
Flooding and High Winds] recommends
that essential facilities such as hospitals
should have no less than Missile E qualified glazing, namely, glass that can survive a 9-pound 2-by-4 traveling 55
mph,” Condon says. “This is not ‘tornado-resistant’ glazing defined by
FEMA 361 or ICC 500, but tied to increased wind load requirements; it
would be a reachable first step.”
continued on page 86
www.usglassmag.com
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Atlanta

Westin Peachtree Benefits from Glazing
Retrofit Following Tornado Devastation

W

Following the March 2008 tornado
that wound through downtown
Atlanta, the Westin Peachtree Plaza
sat waiting for a retrofit until a glass
could be found that matched the
original aesthetics.

38

estin Peachtree Plaza’s
73-story
cylindrical
tower has been a recognized landmark in Atlanta since it opened. Designed and
developed in 1976 by Atlanta architect
John Portman & Associates Inc., Westin
Peachtree Plaza remains the tallest hotel
in the Western hemisphere.
But since a 130-mile-per-hour tornado struck the city on March 14, 2008,
the icon has become familiar as the
building with the patchwork windows.
For more than a year residents and
visitors to the city were greeted with
a mix of glass and plywood painted
black to resemble the color of the
remaining glass.
“After the tornado, this Atlanta icon had become sort of
an eyesore,” says Robby Sauls,
vice president of sales for
Harmon Inc. Many issues
had delayed repairs, including sourcing a glazing material that would
match the original
1970s glass.
The
property,
owned by Starwood
Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide Inc. in
White Plains, N.Y.,
hired architectural consultant
Arnold & Associates of Addison, Texas, to
represent its
repair and
renovation
interests,
including what
would

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

be the largest glazing retrofit to-date in the
Western Hemisphere.

A New Set of Specs
The new glass needed to approximate the aesthetic of the original curtainwall, but significantly improve the
performance of the original ¼-inch
monolithic glass.
One of the primary concerns the
glass needed to address was aesthetics.
The owners did not wish to drastically
alter the appearance of the iconic building. They did, however, want a clearer
skin, something that would offer ample
two-way vision during the day but offer
some level of privacy at night.
The other issue that needed to be addressed was performance. Hotel ownership wanted to take the reglazing
opportunity to enhance the building’s
energy performance significantly—and
bring the building up to current code.
After the tornado experience, they also
wanted to improve the durability and
safety of the glass skin. A wind tunnel
study showed that, in some locations, the
building’s glass was deflecting up to 1inch during normal storms and up to 2
inches during the tornado-force winds.
The new glazing system would need to
be energy-efficient and have higher design pressure ratings.
For the guestrooms, elevator, mechanical and meeting rooms, the team selected Viracon’s 1⁄2-inch laminated glass
with a VLE-57 low-E coating on the clear
outboard glass ply and bronze tinted inboard glass ply. Ultimately, the team settled on Viracon’s 1-inch insulating
VE4-2M for the revolving restaurant
atop the hotel. Viracon and glazing contractor Harmon Inc. worked closely with
Arnold & Associates to create mock-ups
of glazing options prior to installation.
www.usglassmag.com
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In 2009, Arnold & Associates contacted Harmon’s Atlanta office. Initially,
Harmon was invited to bid the 275,000square-foot project to work directly with
the owner and architectural consultant.
During this early phase, Harmon
gathered Sauls, Tim Ryals, Buddy Corn
and Danny Bostic, Jr., to lead the project. The team sought input from the
company that designed, engineered and
fabricated Peachtree Plaza’s original
framing system: Bruce Wall Systems
Corp. of Tucker, Ga.
As luck would have it, Bruce Wall Systems still had the original job files and
shop drawings from the late 1970s.
“The most obvious [benefits] were
checking a few daylight openings for
glass size, versus trying to do an entire
as-built glass take-off,” Sauls says of
that find. “They did have the elevations
with daylight openings and glass sizes
all in the shop drawings, so that helped
significantly. But really what helped
[was seeing] what changed over 30plus years from an actual as-built point
of view: ‘this is the way it should have
looked back in the early ’70s and this is
the way it looks today.’”
Harmon worked with Bruce Wall and
Viracon to design some repair and replacement pieces for the existing framing. Horizontal members needed to be
replaced. The vertical members, however, could be adjusted to accommodate the new glass.
“We did do some anchor replacements, anchor repair work, where the
anchor was stressed all the way out to
the end of the wind load slot,” Sauls
says. Primarily, he says, it was a matter
of replacing glazing beads and stops,
along with new gaskets.

Bidding & Relationships
As the architectural consultants were
approving the mock-up, Harmon
learned that the project also was being
bid by general contractors. With respect
to these long-term relationships, Harmon’s leaders made the decision to
withdraw its direct bid.
www.usglassmag.com
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Repairing & Replacing

To minimize the disruption to hotel guests and staff, the glazing contractor
relied on a temporary, exterior lift system to assist with the installation of each
270-pound lite.

“I think the owner and the architect
had in their mind that this was a glass
project and there was some savings involved in working directly with a curtainwall company rather than through a
general contractor,” Sauls says of the
original arrangement. “But then the
project was much more than just replacing glass: there was carpet removal
and protection of the furnishings in
each room and, really, the overall coordination of moving materials through
a building, closing down certain floors.
It was really a much bigger job than
what we typically do.”
Skanska USA Building Inc.’s Atlanta
office was awarded the $22.5 million
project.
In retrospect, Sauls sees this as offering a double-benefit: “We were able to
support our customers and to focus on
what we’re very good at—replacing
glass.” He continues, “Typically, crews
work from the bottom up and have a
topping-off celebration. On the Westin,
we worked from the Sun Dial’s revolving restaurant at the top to the groundfloor and had a half-way-down party.”
Among the things that Skanska coordinated was recycling. In keeping with
Starwood Hotel’s sustainability initiative,
the Westin recycled more than 600 tons
of the old system’s glass and aluminum
through Strategic Materials in Atlanta.

Open Renovation
The hotel remained open throughout
the renovation. Four to five floors were
closed at a time to allow the glaziers restricted access. At least four 52- by 110inch lites were in each of the 1,068 hotel
rooms. The goal was to complete each
floor in a week. Minimizing disruption
to guests and staff, the glazing team relied on a temporary, exterior lift system
to assist with each 270-pound lite.
Harmon averaged 26 lites per day,
completing a floor every three days.
Some days, there were more than 50
people onsite helping with the glass
replacement.
“We were substantially complete with
our portion in about 11 months,” says
Bostic, Harmon’s project manager.
“This was in spite of loosing 29 days to
weather throughout the project. Overall, we replaced 5,607 lites.”
While attendees of glass industry
events might typically be the only people to look forward to a stay at a hotel
undergoing a glass replacement, the
hotel acknowledged the inconvenience
to its guests and, in fact, embraced it.
“[The general contractor] really did
a nice job of involving the guests of the
hotel in the process of the replacement,”
Sauls says. “It was obvious there was
continued on page 40
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A New View in

Atlanta

work going on, there were some areas
where it was noisy, it was somewhat inconvenient for the guests. So, rather
than asking for forgiveness, they really
involved them in the process and set up
a nice space in the lobby where they
talked about what happened, talked
about how many lites were broken, the
process of taking the old out and putting the new in. It was really a nice setup Skanska put together.”
Throughout
the
construction
process, the lobby sported signs with
facts about the glass replacement.
“They did a good job keeping the
hotel guests and community informed
of the construction progress and safety,”
Sauls recalls.
Renovated and refreshed, the new
windows from Westin Peachtree Plaza
offers views of downtown Atlanta’s

40

other notable buildings such as CNN,
the Georgia Dome and Georgia World
Congress Center—for which Harmon
also replaced the glass following the
tornado that damaged the Westin.
“This was a complex and challenging
project. It was one of those projects that,
at the beginning, seemed nearly impossible to many people,” Sauls says of
the Westin.“Not only did we get it done,
but we finished early.” ■

Photo: Skanska USA

continued from page 39

Skanska USA kept hotel guests
apprised of the glass replacement
project’s progress through tours of
the tower and an informative display
in the lobby.
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800 Larimer St.was developed to
set a new standard in the Denver
market. The Central Business
District’s first high-rise office in more
than 25 years became the first building
in Colorado to be awarded LEED Platinum certification based on the LEED
Core/Shell version 2.0 (which has more
stringent requirements than earlier versions). The 22-story building was clad in
glass to maximize the sweeping city
views. But the developer also wanted to
maximize the energy performance of
this building, which meant careful selection of the glass products used.
“Westfield, the developer, wanted a sustainable building from day one,” recalls
Ron Izzo, associate principal at architectural firm RNL and project designer on
1800 Larimer. “Our design approach
strives for each project to try and achieve
a LEED-certified level, regardless if it
would ever be submitted for certification.
For 1800 Larimer, we started with pursuing Silver.As we got further into the design
process, the client would challenge us by
asking, ‘What would get us to Gold? Platinum?’ Working with the client to achieve
these goals was challenging in a good way.”
Selected as specialty glazing contractor, Harmon Inc.’s Denver team worked
closely with the general contractor, MA
Mortenson Construction, and RNL to
meet the project’s pre-certified performance criteria, while maintaining
the approved aesthetic.
The property showcases 9 1⁄2-foot-high,
floor-to-ceiling glass, allowing for 92-percent natural light and unobstructed
mountain views.
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Performance Benefits
“We began our studies by looking at
the building in the uniform skin of precast and glass,” Izzo says. “Using a subtractive design process, we created voids
and filled them in with the contrasting
blue glass. This gave us the right visual
balance with the gray glass set in a precast spandrel. Each blue glass module is
a repetitive, derivative of the smallest
module within the building, which, on a
standard office building is typically five
feet. The modules then combine to fill
the column bay, this is typically 30 feet
from column-to-column and 14 feet
from floor-to-floor. The pattern grows or
shrinks in multiples of these structural
bays, evolving around all four sides and
spreading across all elevations. All of the
blue glass modules stand off of the skin.”
According to information provided
by the glass fabricator, Viracon in Owatonna, Minn., a great deal of planning
was put into the glass selection, in an
effort to “right-size” the glass. This,
says the fabricator, resulted in a green,
sustainable building with enhanced
occupant comfort.
To create pleasant, daylit interiors
without glare or thermal discomfort,
Viracon helped create a unique glazing
solution. Gray insulating glass with a
low-E coating is the primary glass. The
glass has a visible light transmission of
23-percent to allow enough light inside
without glare or significant solar heat
gain. This glass is broken up by large
squares of blue insulating glass. The blue
glass has a lower light transmission (8
percent) than the gray, but casts a beautiful contrasting light into the building.
The lower light transmission of the
glass allows for daylighting effectively,
without glare. With no glare, occupants
do not need to supplement daylight
with artificial light, which helps control
energy usage.
The glass also offers an enhanced
solar performance.
“The glass has a remarkable shading
coefficient, which keeps solar heat out
of the building,” says Cameron Scripwww.usglassmag.com

Earlier this year, USGlass sent out a request for submissions to its 2nd Annual Green Design Awards, and received in reply a wide range of project profiles
that demonstrate the many innovative ways in which glass can contribute to a
building’s sustainability, energy-efficiency, environmental conscientiousness—
in short, overall “greenness.”
Our judges were asked to review all submissions to choose the one they felt
best showed how glass can be used as a green and sustainable part of a building. After much deliberation, our judges selected three finalists for the USGlass
Green Design Awards. From there, readers of the August issue of USGlass and
the daily USGNN.com™ newsletter—and members of the growing online
USGlass community via Facebook and Twitter—voted for the project they felt
best represents the green attributes of glass.
Visit www.usglassmag.com to learn more about how you can get involved.

ture, Viracon’s Colorado sales representative. “This plays a significant role in
contributing to the building’s energy efficiency and LEED goals.”
The gray glass has a solar heat gain
coefficient (SHGC) of 0.23, while the
blue offers a SHGC of 0.16. This high
solar performance was chosen to help
decrease HVAC system requirements
and reduce overall energy consumption.

The Systems Installed
To accommodate the construction
schedule and installation needs, the
majority of the material for the project
was fabricated and pre-assembled as a
unitized system. Wausau Window and
Wall Systems in Wausau, Wis., manufactured 164,000 square feet of the
tower’s high-performance systems.
“To add the desired visual interest to
the vast expanses of curtainwall, a foursided structural silicone glazed Wausau
7250-UW unitized system was ‘projected’ out 10-inches from the face of
adjacent walls, in randomly located accent bays,” says Steve Fronek, Wausau’s
vice president of technical services.
The units were factory-glazed and
furnished with three-way-adjustable,
“jack bolt anchors” in Halfen® embeds
to speed building enclosure.“Interlocking, pressure-equalized, internal rainscreen gutters ensured weatherability
at extremes of inter-story dynamic
movement,” Fronek says.
He continues,“At typical wall areas between accents, Wausau 6250i-RX window wall was anchored to pre-cast
concrete spandrel panels. Window wall
units were factory-glazed, and incorporated a two-level, thermal barrier design
for energy efficiency and condensation

resistance. Continuous sill starters ensured the continuity of perimeter sealant
lines with adjacent curtainwall and setback wall panels. Intake louvers also
were factory-installed by Wausau.”
Wausau, Wis.-based Linetec finished
the aluminum framing and trim of the
various systems in black anodize using
an eco-friendly anodize.
Linetec also provided a matching finish for the building’s doors, supplied by
Tubelite Inc. in Walker, Mich. At the
main entrance, visitors pass through a
glass revolving door to enter the twostory, glass-enclosed lobby.

Dynamic Design
With a multi-colored glass façade that
constantly changes with the light of day,
1800 Larimer is a visually dynamic design. But the most dynamic aspect of this
project is its energy savings, which—due
to a combination of factors—the designer expects to be reduced by 30 percent when compared with traditional,
downtown Denver office buildings. The
project well demonstrates that glass can
be an effective solution for designing
energy-efficient buildings.
“As energy codes increase, a designer’s initial reaction may be to reduce
the amount of glass on the facade to improve the overall wall performance,”
Scripture says.“This is not the only way
to meet increasing energy codes.
Through conscientious design, including looking at the building as a whole
system rather than individual components and specifying higher performing
glass products, a high window-to-wall
ratio does not need to be sacrificed to
meet energy codes. The 1800 Larimer
project is a testament to this.” ■
September 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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It Still Keeps Me
Up at Night
Leon Silverstein Opens Up about the
Arch Bankruptcy and His Future in the Glass Industry
by Debra Levy

W

hen USGlass magazine first
interviewed Leon Silverstein
eleven years ago (see
“Anatomy of a Pusher, February 2000
USGlass, page 58), he was riding his
family-owned business, Arch Aluminum & Glass Co. Inc., through a wave
of rapid expansion and success. Silverstein has never been shy about saying
what he thinks and that interview was
no exception. “Some of our competitors
may be smoother, they may be more polished, but they can’t do what we can do
and they can’t do it as quickly,” he asserted during that interview.
Everything is different today. Silverstein and his family no longer own Arch,
it having been purchased in a bankruptcy sale not by the “stalking horse”
they had so carefully cultivated but by
the private equity firm Sun Capital. That
bankruptcy sent a collective chill
throughout the industry with effects
that are still being felt today. And
whether the result of a push or a jump,
Silverstein is no longer there. In an exclusive interview, he spoke with USGlass
in mid-June about the bankruptcy, how
he is doing and his plans for the future.
USG: How are you doing?
LS: Oh, I can’t complain. One of the
first things I did when I left Arch is I got
an office outside of my house. So I do

44

have a place to go everyday in an office—and a staff of one—and I get to
do the things I do out of here. My pattern hasn’t changed too much.
USG: Well they say that keeping a
pattern, a routine, is very good. Let’s
start by talking about the economic
climate in the glass industry.
LS: It’s hard to fathom, when you
look back on the period from 2000 to
2008, that you could think that anything like this could ever have happened. But I lived it and have a lot of
thoughts about it.
USG: Well then could you explain
how you see the market now?
LS: Oldcastle is the big winner in
this. They are in the building products
business; they understand it. They plan
to be there for the next 10, 20, 30 years
to build the Oldcastle or the CRH brand.
They are well-positioned to take advantage of the turmoil of other players.
USG: I would expect that what you
went through leads to a lot of introspection. When we did our last interview years ago you told me you
weren’t a bully and that this wasn’t
an industry that you could bully. Do
you still feel that way?
LS: I can be an aggressive, tough
businessperson. I’ve never considered
myself a bully. Business is about helping

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

your partners—customers, employees
and vendors—succeed. There’s no room
for being a bully in that equation.
The thing that hurts me the most
about everything that went down is
what happened to the employees and
the suppliers. I mean, that kills me a little bit every day.
USG: Take me through what
happened.
LS: What happened with us started in
April 2009. We had just come off a great
year, by the way. 2008 was the best year
Arch ever had. By April of 2009 sales were
starting to fall off. Since our buyout by a
private equity firm, we had always been
heavily leveraged. Our loan was syndicated to a seven-member bank group.
USG: There were seven different
banks involved?
LS: Yes, and all seven later took TARP
money. Four of them have changed
hands or disappeared since then. So we
had a bank group that had more issues
than we did. Our issues weren’t as if a
company was failing; our leverage ratios were going down, which was normal. But they put pressure on the
company and we cut costs very aggressively. We just couldn’t do it fast enough.
Well, the banks came and talked to us
about the problems they had and what
was going on. They said that it was a
www.usglassmag.com
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sign of the times, across every industry,
not necessarily just the glass industry.
So they said,“Okay, fine. We’ll work with
you, but you need to put more equity in.”
USG: Right. There were a lot of
people getting those visits.
LS: Okay, so put in more equity. Well,
the problem is the Silverstein family had
most of the family’s equity in the business. The only person we could go to and
ask for more equity was our private equity partner. But they were in the process
of exiting and getting the last of their
portfolio companies out of the fund. They
were more interested in liquidating. I
wasn’t involved in the discussions between our banks and the private equity
firm, but the banks ended up feeling very
angry towards the private equity firm.
USG: The bank got mad?
LS: The bank got mad. So by summer, we were tripping covenants. They
were giving us 30-day threats, 30-day
forbearance agreements and then they
just started to kill us with fees.
Also during the summer, we started to
worry that if the bank gave us a hard
time and threatened us, we would have
to file for bankruptcy. When you’re a CEO
of a company—and this is something I
don’t think a lot of people know—you
have a fiduciary responsibility that extends to all constituents. This includes
the banks, but also the vendors and the
employees. If you don’t do things right,
you can end up with a serious problem.
USG: Even a criminal one, I believe.
LS: You got it. A CEO in a distressed
company is in a very difficult position.
You owe allegiance to all stakeholders
in the company and have to do everything humanly possible to protect their
positions, and you face the reality that
any wrong move could lead to very serious personal consequences. You don’t
want to have to worry about sharing a
cell with Bubba down the road.
The bank made us put a chief restructuring officer (CRO) in place. Anybody
who has to put a CRO in place should call
me. They come in, they tell you how
wonderful they are and how they’re
going to help the company. But they don’t
really care. They only care about two
things: maximizing the return to the
bank and lining their pockets with as
many professional fees as they can … At
www.usglassmag.com
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the end of the day, CROs get their next
work by what they did for the bank, not
by what they did for the customer. The
bank is their real customer.
USG: Did you know that at the time?
LS: Kind of but … look, I’ve gotten
a very, very expensive education in the
last two years. It’s not all bad … I
mean, I’ve learned things that could
help other people.
If you remember when this happened, it was the end of 2008, beginning
of 2009. Everybody thought the economy was going to be better in the next
six to nine months. So the banks, at the
time, went along for the ride. But here is
the other sad part about the banking industry: once your loan goes into work-
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with Grey Mountain?
LS: Once all that happened, we figured that the best thing for the company was to hire an investment banker
to go find a buyer. Which is what we did.
But we also knew that if the bank was
being difficult, we would have to file because we had to protect the best interests of the company. We didn’t want to
go into a bankruptcy without having an
exit plan, and the exit plan was to sell
the company to somebody who we respected. We did our research on who we
thought would be a good fit and that
was Grey Mountain. Grey Mountain did
continued on page 46

A CEO in a distressed
company is in a very
difficult position. You owe
allegiance to all stakeholders…
out or becomes an un-performing loan
or however they reclassified a loan, they
actually write that loan down. They discount it. Okay?
So these guys in their restructuring departments say, “Okay, that loan’s worth
forty cents on the dollar, and anything we
get over forty cents in an auction or a liquidation is a bonus.”
And once these people saw the recovery was starting to approach 60 percent
or whatever, they were salivating. The
bankers were happy. They were going to
force this to the end anyway because
there was money to be made. The whole
ugly underside of the banking industry
is that they don’t care and that people individually make more money on other
people’s misery than elsewhere.
And think of the money. There was
more than $6 million spent in professional fees from August of 2009 until
the end of January 2010.
USG: Oh my goodness, $6 million?
LS: If that $6 million had stayed in
the business, it would not have had to
go the way it went.
USG: Wow. How did you end up
September 2011 | USGlass, Metal & Glazing
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Up at Night
continued from page 45
USG: Now do you or the family
the most work to prepare to make an sell you … but it’s going to be a COD or
investment and offered the best value very restrictive terms and at premium have any stock left or any ownership
for the company. The investment prices. And, whatever they lost, they’re at all?
LS: Zero.
banker solicited over a hundred poten- going to get it back. So if you don’t deal
USG: Was that the worst day of
tial buyers to make sure that we maxi- with the vendors, you’re going to be this
mized the value for all of our big company at a competitive disad- your life?
LS: There were two.One was the day of
stakeholders, and Grey Mountain came vantage because you cannot buy matethe auction and the second was April 26.
out on top.
rials at competitive prices.
USG: The day you separated from
USG: So Grey Mountain became the
I also felt a personal loyalty to venthe company then?
stalking horse.
LS: Separated, yeah, sepaLS: They’re really good
Anybody who has to put a CRO in
rated from the company. I
guys. They’re managementfriendly, they’re good, smart place should call me. They come in, had some fairly fundamental
operators and their motive is
with the new
they tell you how wonderful they are disagreements
to be in the business and run
owners about how to run the
the business. They make
and how they’re going to help the business and told them so.
money by the success of the
USG: That must have
business, not through some company. But they don’t really care. been very hard to say.
financial manipulation or
LS: That’s what still keeps
strategic liquidation or financial man- dors who had done so much to support me up at night. I have a really hard time
agement. They believe in getting the Arch through the years. They were a with what happened to our employees
money from the business side of having critical part of Arch’s past success.
and our vendors.
a well-run company.
USG: So how are you doing?
USG: Do you think Sun Capital had
We found the right buyers and they you on its radar at this point?
LS: I’ve been away for the most part of
still had the best prices. I actually reLS: Up until the point where you pick the year. I’ve done some consulting; I
cused myself from picking the stalking your stalking horse, everybody calls work with some in the industry, so I achorse because I didn’t want to be the you, everybody wants to be your best tually feel pretty good. The biggest issue
one who ultimately made the decision, friend. Who you choose is a big deal be- I struggled with this past year is whether
cause the stalking horse gets to have an or not I want to be in the industry. I could
though obviously I was part of it.
USG: So you must have felt a bit of advantage in the bidding.
very well get out. I could probably make,
relief at this point.
USG: Kind of set the price,if you will. personally from an annual income
LS:Yeah.It would be good for the busiLS: …and breakup fees and all that.So standpoint, a lot more money out of the
ness; it would be good for the employees. I was getting heavily solicited by Sun industry using my CEO skills. I’m a CEO.
But the whole time this is going on, we Capital to pick them, which I wasn’t going I’m very much an operational guy …
thought we would run out of money.
to do unless they offered the best value.
USG: There’s opportunity out there,
USG: Run out of cash?
USG: It sounds like you were con- isn’t there?
LS: Run out of cash.We thought we’d cerned about the vendors.
LS: Yeah there is, I see a lot of
run out of money, but we never really
LS: Yeah, and Grey was looking to opportunity.
USG: Don’t you have a new comdid. The whole idea was that we would take care of the vendors. You can go
go in and get a debtor-in-possession back and look it up. They were looking pany formed and aren’t you getting
(DIP) loan. The funny part is, if you re- to assume some of the contracts. Ob- ready to roll?
member any of the readings, a lot of the viously the PPG certified fabricator
LS: I have a company called SMI,
hearings in December and in early Jan- program (CFP) contract was one. which is an impact aluminum system
There was a Guardian CFP contract. company, and we recently bought a
uary were about the DIP financing.
We were doing an aggressive job of There was a Bonnell supply agree- small local temperer in Florida about
managing the company through No- ment. In other words, Grey would have four weeks [Editor’s note: now two
vember, December and January. So put a significant amount of money months] ago. We’ve named it Architeceven though we asked for financing, we aside to pay the vendors and the only tural Glass Products. I’ve got something
never needed it until closing. Wait until people who would have gotten upset else, but I’ll give you that later.
because of that would have been the
I want to do it more for the challenge.
you hear why we needed it at closing.
Grey understood that they had to bank. The bank would have gotten less But I do know there are certain things
deal with the vendors. You don’t want recovery but, in the end, the banks had out there that I’m never going to do
angry vendors. If you don’t pay them or already exceeded the recovery expecdon’t work out a plan with them, they’ll tation.
continued on page 48
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Smart Solutions

Energy Efficient Seals & Gaskets
Today s focus on environmentally sustainable products demands a partner that understands
your goals. Our extruded and molded seals are designed to be energy efficient and perform
specifically with your system. Our seals assure customers that they are buying products that
not only save energy, but stand the test of time through our superior engineered materials.
With more than 45 years of expertise, Lauren Manufacturing can provide the right materials
for the job. Our in-house design experts specialize in working closely with the customer to
ensure a high performance fit in each application. For your next project, choose a seal that
works just as hard as your product, choose Lauren Manufacturing.
Closed Cell Sponge & Dense Materials:
Rubber Materials:
Silicone
EPDM (Colored or High Temperature)
Neoprene & more

Plastic Materials
TPV s
PVC s
Polypropylene & more

Certified to: TS 16949, ISO 9001 w/Design, ISO 14001

Talk with our engineering experts today: 855.585.5050
Visit www.lauren.com/us
2228 Reiser Ave. SE
New Philadelphia, OH 44663

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA, BOOTH #1723
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Up at Night
continued from page 46
again. I am never going to leverage the
company again.
I still go back to the history of when
Arch really grew and was successful. A
lot of it was by adding the right pieces
and making sure we didn’t add too
many pieces. I also don’t want to get
that big again.
USG: This has got to be just so incredibly difficult on many levels. One
of them, I’m sure, is having had so
many members of your extended family who worked there for so long. Then
all of a sudden they’re feeling it in two
ways then too and everybody’s keying
on you. That had to be very difficult.
LS: They recovered. My sister ended
up with a very good job. My brother-inlaw ended up with skills from being the
CIO. My brother is actually the one who
really runs and manages and is really
the president of SMI. I don’t even have
an office there.
We learned a lot from my dad, so we’re
a pretty resilient bunch. People might
have forgotten that when my dad went
back in ’78, it was with sweat equity. So
we really weren’t a family of money and
means, we’ve always just been hard
workers. We put a lot … in the business,
but we came from the philosophy: you
did it once, you can do it again.
USG: How do you feel your relationship and SMI’s relationship is
with vendors at this point?
LS: It’s funny, the ones who put my
dad in business in 1978 are the ones that
are actually very good. Those guys know
a little bit more of the story. And number
two, the vendors don’t love some of our
competitors and, at the end of the day,
they need someone to sell their products
to. If nothing else, we were really honest
and straight with all of them except for
the things we couldn’t tell them. One
vendor is still angry to this day because
we didn’t tell them early what was going
on so they could protect their interests
better. In reality, I couldn’t. It’s illegal.
USG: I think I can guess who that is.
LS: In truth, I don’t blame the vendors for being angry. They got a raw
deal. Every day I wish there was something I could have done differently to
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spare them their losses. If you don’t
mind my taking a moment, I’d like to
personally apologize to all of the vendors who supported Arch who ended
up suffering losses. It was a personal
failure on my part to have ended up
there and I’m very sorry to have let my
business partners down.

It was a personal
failure on my part to
have ended up there
and I’m very sorry to
have let my business
partners down.
USG: You made a couple of different
statements that if you have time I
would love to go back to. One of them
was: “We made money every year except for one year.” When I hear that I
think “Man, the punishment for that
surely doesn’t fit the crime.”
LS: It didn’t have to. We actually had
positive EBIDTA the year that the company went bankrupt. The problem was
between the private equity partner and
the seven-member bank group, everyone had their own agenda. If the same
scenarios were playing out now the
banks would not be as quick to shut
down businesses as they were then. I’ve
gone into some other companies in
other industries and looked at the
books and said: “Why us?”
USG: Let me ask you,if you were running a glass company right now and
you got a call from a bank that said
“Okay, hey we’re going to do this and we
want to send this CRO over,” what general advice would you have?
LS: Stop. Think about who they’re
sending and why. They give you their
suggestion list and the impression that
you have to pick one of them. You don’t.
You can go out and find your own.
Just because the bank tells you to,
doesn’t mean you have to. If you pick a
qualified person and it’s not theirs, they
might not like it, but you did your fidu-

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

ciary duty to try to improve the company. So stop and figure out where
you’re going to go and get your own professional advice. Most of the time, the
bank is worried about their best interests, which is eliminating risk and maximizing recovery, not your business.
USG: Unfortunately they don’t have
to care about your business.
LS: They do from the standpoint of
they can maximize the recovery and
eliminate the risk, but they’re looking at
it along those lines … I just wouldn’t
roll over with the CRO. I think you need
to go and figure out what kind of help
you want and how to get the help, but to
do it on your terms.
USG: The thing is that lots of times
the banks are putting such time pressure on the CEOs that it’s difficult.
LS: Well, tell them if they want to
send me over a confidentiality agreement so they know I won’t say anything,
I’d be more than happy to help. I would
love to help. And a lot of it is just because I really care more about people. I
probably have a bigger problem with
institutions now than I do with people.
USG: Is there anything in your experience that you can look at and
you say, “Gee, if I had done this one
thing differently maybe it would be
really different?”
LS: If I had a better crystal ball, I
think we definitely would have slowed
down the expansion in 2006 and have
opened in two or three places instead of
six and seven.
Here’s the other thing I think people
probably miss. They think I was driving
the boat and making all of the decisions
on my own to grow the company. I basically was a shareholder, an employee
and board member, but I didn’t have a
majority of the board. I didn’t make any
or all those decisions on my own.
Anything we did was approved by the
board and I was only one member of
the board. The goal was to grow the
company successfully. The reason we
brought in seven banks was that the
company had more borrowing ability,
continued on page 83
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Shower Enclosure Spotlight
“The Shower Door” is the Focus of this New York Shop

A

Photos: Fred Kopf.

lthough The Shower Door has
been in business for more
than 100 years, its showroom
in Mineola, N.Y., spotlights the newest
options in glass shower enclosures.
“A year or so ago it was very traditional, with the vanities that were like
furniture, etc. Now it seems to be changing. Chrome is coming back and I’m seeing much more contemporary [style],”
says Linda Hill, the company’s vice president, of the products in demand from
The Shower Door’s customers.
The showroom is just the first step.
All of the company’s products are installed by glaziers who have undergone
a four-year training program. And once
the sale is done, the company keeps in
touch with customers who may need
service or repairs down the road.
But that relationship has to start
somewhere. The next few pages show a
sampling of what can make a stellar
showroom.

The Shower Door doesn’t offer free estimates, instead opting to draw
homeowners into one of three showrooms to experience the options
available in shower doors today. Company representatives say that having
a cleaning person in six days a week to keep the doors spotless is one
secret to successful shower door sales.

The company’s exclusive MAAX shower door
display is so wide that the retailer had to remove a
window to get it inside. The Shower Door is one of
the few retailers in the Northeast to offer that
company’s product lines.
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Linda Hill, The Shower Door’s vice president, sits at the
customer service and sales desk. The company prides itself
and attributes its success to its salespeople’s knowledge
about its products.
continued on page 52
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Shower Enclosure Spotlight
continued from page 50

The Shower Door’s 3,000-squarefoot flagship showroom is made for
visitors to stay a while. While
salespeople are busy, browsers can
enjoy complimentary beverages
and snacks, and review videos of
installations in addition to the
displays on the floor.

Although Linda Hill (left), vice president, says most
buyers are opting for clear glass as an economical
option, this engraved glass (above) is an example of
how a shower door can contribute to a bathroom’s
overall theme. ■
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Look out Atlanta,

’Cause Here They Come

Glass Professionals
Roll into Atlanta for
GlassBuild 2011

A

s The Temptations (almost) crooned in ’66, get ready,
because here they come—in this case, the glass industry is making its way to the Georgia World Congress
Center in Atlanta for GlassBuild 2011. And speaking of temptation, this year’s event, taking place September 12-14, will have
lots on display to tempt fabricators and glazing contractors, as
well as eye-catching new products sure to
tempt design-minded customers.
If you haven’t got Georgia on your
mind by now, then read on to the
product information over the next
16 pages.
And for more brand-new products,
see the Showcase department on page 80.

glass

Booth #1201: PPG
Offers Product Comparisons
Pittsburgh-based PPG Industries will display Solarban®
72 Starphire® glass, among other products. The solar control low-E glass was designed to provide high visible
light transmittance (VLT), exceptional clarity and
superior solar control performance. In a standard

Solarban 72 Starphire glass (left) has visible light
transmittance of 71 percent that is comparable to
Solarban 60 Starphire glass (right).
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1-inch insulating glass unit (IGU), it offers a VLT approximating that of Solarban 60 Starphire glass, along with 25percent better solar control. The manufacturer notes that
Solarban 72 Starphire glass also has solar control characteristics similar to Solarban 70XL glass—a triple-silvercoated, solar control, low-E glass—but transmits
11-percent more natural light.
PPG also will distribute a new 24-page white paper comparing the energy and environmental performance of its Solarban R100 glass to three other leading neutral-reflective,
low-E glasses. Based on a proprietary hybrid coating technology, Solarban R100 glass has VLT of 42 percent and a solar
heat gain coefficient of 0.23. The resulting 1.79 light-to-solar
gain ratio is up to 29-percent greater than that of competing
neutral-reflective, solar control, low-E glasses.
Additionally, visitors to the booth can view test samples
comparing the durability and performance of Clarvista™
shower glass to other shower glass products. Because
Clarvista glass is made with a coating that seals the glass surface, it can, with regular maintenance, retain its new appearance longer than can competing shower glass products.

❙❙➤ www.ppgideascapes.com

Booth #1711: Guardian Highlights
Sustainable Design Options
The latest in a triple silver coating for commercial applications, as well as the industry’s only online energy calculator that compares the offerings of all players, will
be among the highlights of Auburn Hills, Mich.based Guardian’s booth.
SNX 62/27 is the latest in the SunGuard
SuperNeutral (SN) series of architectural
glass. SNX 62/27 offers plenty of natural light with an improved solar heat
gain coefficient that raises the glazing light-to-solar gain ratio to
2.30, broadening the range of design options and performance
possibilities.
SNX 62/27 is just one of
the products architects
and specifiers can plug
into the company’s
new building energy calculator.
This tool provides comparisons of
building energy costs for multiple glazing options from multiple manufacturers, and their impact on design in prototypical buildings based on multiple variables.

❙❙➤ www.guardian.com
www.usglassmag.com
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metal products

Booth #2816: Perforated Metal
Sunshades Help Control Light

Accurate Perforating in Chicago says that its perforated
sunscreens can be used to reduce heat and glare from the
sun while still allowing natural light to illuminate the interior
of the building. Accurate can produce a custom sunscreen
to complement any project. The company also provides custom facades and cladding that seamlessly fit building walls,
glass curtainwalls and parking garages. A variety of perforation patterns and corrugation profiles are available.
The manufacturer notes that perforated metal provides a
long life compared to other screening materials, and the ability to choose hole sizes and spacing allows for precise control of the light and privacy level desired for any application.
❙❙➤ www.accurateperforating.com

impact glazing

Booth #1804: Insulgard™
Introduces New Storm Security Doors

Insulgard™ Security Products, a
part of SABIC Innovative Plastics,
has introduced full
lite architectural
aluminum security doors to protect
emergency
workers and the
public from hurricanes and tornadoes. This next-generation protection system combines
Insulgard’s TH350 door and TH600 framing, TOR-GARD
glazing material and Lexan™ polycarbonate sheet.
continued on page 56
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Look out Atlanta,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 55
The door meets FEMA 361-2008 requirements for missile
impact resistance ICC-500, Section 804; pressure in accordance
with ICC-500, Section 805; and cyclic pressures in accordance
with ASTM E1996 requirements for tornado and hurricane
shelters. Applications include interior and exterior doors for
emergency shelters, utility control facilities, 911 call centers and
critical government infrastructure.
The doors are available in single and double configurations up to 7 by 8 feet, with or without a center mullion.

❙❙➤ www.insulgard.com

decorative glass

Booth #1603: Glassopolis
Decorates Fire-Rated Glass

Toronto-based Glassopolis will be spotlighting a range of
UL-certified decorative options for fire-rated glass. These factory-applied decorations are UL-approved and give customers
interested in privacy or solar control many new design opportunities. A full range of more than 30 different decorative
options are available on the premium Schott Pyran Platinum
and Protect3 Safety Glass fire-rated product lines.

Booth #2003:
The C’s Have it
Cristacurva
is
bringing its new Creanza® Design line of
digitally printed glass
that can include
everything from dots
and lines to high-resolution photos and
any color imaginable.
The new line is
made through the use
of ceramic frit, which
enables images or patterns to be scratch-resistant when
fused directly onto a monolithic piece of tempered glass.
The glass also can be encapsulated into a laminated unit
for additional safety or into an insulating glass unit for
thermal or solar control.
The company says its graphic experts can turn digital files
into printable images that are then transferred to the glass
and fabricated.

❙❙➤ www.cristacurva.com

Booth #601: Walker
Steps into Glass Flooring

❙❙➤ www.glassopolis.com

Schedule-at-a-Glance

Monday, September 12
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Glazing Executives Forum
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Registration Open
11 a.m.-6 pm.
Exhibit Hall Open
6-8 p.m.
GlassBuild America
Welcome Reception

Walker Glass in Montreal has introduced a line of anti-slip
acid-etched glass products. Walker Textures™ Traction surface
provides a new design option on glass by combining discretion and security without impeding the natural flow of light.
The slip-resistant properties of Traction glass are derived entirely through acid-etching, whereby portions of the glass surface are removed to varying depths by a controlled process.
Traction glass provides a high slip-resistant coefficient
based on the ANSI/NFSI B101.1 and ASTM C1028 test methods. The company says the tests were conducted by an independent testing facility, the Tile Council of North America.

Wednesday, September 14
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Registration Open
8:30-10:30 a.m.
Seminar: Building Integrated Photovoltaic: It’s Not The Future, It’s The Now

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open
10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Seminar: Decorative Glass: Is It All About
The Product or The Design Process?

Tuesday, September 13
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Registration Open
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Window and Door Dealers Forum
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open
12-5 p.m.
Architects Forum
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Visit USGlass Magazine!

The Traction line is available in clear and low-iron glass in
thicknesses from 6- to 12-mm and in standard size of 96 by
130 inches. The patterns of this 400 series are made using
two acid-etched finishes, opaque and satin.

Is your head spinning from product overload? If you plan on
searching the aisles of the Georgia World Congress Center for the
latest and greatest, then we
know booth #2411 is already on
your list! Stop by the USGlass
booth to talk with our editors
and share your thoughts on the show. See
you in Atlanta!

❙❙➤ www.walkerglass.com

Booth #2102: Gardner is
Dreaming in Color and Shapes
A line of glass tiles is now available as part of Dreamwalls
Color Glass by Gardner Glass Products in North Wilkesboro,
N.C. Dreamwalls Color Glass tiles are available in sizes from
4 by 4 inches to 24 by 24 inches, and can be specified in unusual sizes as well. The company says its large-size tile options facilitate a clean, fresh appearance and result in
minimal grout lines or seams.
The tiles are available in unlimited color options so designers and specifiers can match the glass to any color they choose,

continued on page 58

P.O. Box 510
520 Chestnut St
Blairsville, PA 15717
www.dlubakglass.com
CURVED GLASS & EXTRUSIONS

UL LISTED BALLISTICS

SPECIALTY FLAT GLASS & LAMINATES

US: 800-800-2977 or 800-336-0562
Phone:724-459-9540
Fax: 724-459-0866

GOVERNMENT

LAMINATED

HURRICANE

TEMPERED

Your one source for today’s Glazing Market

SPANDREL

INSULATING

FRIT PATTERNS

Architectural Flat & Bent Glass Products

MILITARY

Bullet Blast Forced Entry/Detention Glass
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www.usglassmag.com
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F o r our FREE 2010/2011 Catalog,
Call June at

800-352-0800 Ext. 129
www.strybuc.com

When Your Customers are Looking to Repair or Upgrade their Windows and Doors,
Look to Strybuc for the Most Extensive Line oof Replacement Hardware in the Industry!

Look out Atlanta,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 57
including Pantone®, Benjamin Moore®,
RAL® or other color specification guides.
The tiles are completely opaque and can
feature a flat polished, arris edge or
seamed edge.

❙❙➤ www.dreamwalls.com

metal

Booth #2018:
Longevity on Display

Visit us at Booth #322
at the Glass Build
America Show
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Southern Stretch Forming reports
that its Denton, Texas, headquarters location is celebrating its twentieth anniversary in supplying curved metal
needs, a fact that will be highlighted at
its booth.
With locations in Butler, Pa., one in
Modesto, Calif., and the home office
location near Dallas, the company says
it can provide precision curving of extrusions, formed lineal break metal
and arched frames for hollow metal
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doors, and other curved metal needs,
throughout the United States.

❙❙➤ www.southernstretch.com

solar products

Booth #931: Add
Protection to
CSP with Duralux

The complete range of Italy-based
Fenzi Group’s Duralux Solar Coatings for
solar mirrors, developed and tested to
meet the highest durability and wear
tests for solar thermal systems, will be
featured at the show. These coatings have
been developed to ensure chemical resistance to corrosion and UV radiation,
strong performance when exposed to
thermal and environmental stress and
optimal resistance to abrasion.

❙❙➤ www.fenzigroup.com
continued on page 60
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hardware

Booth #919: Select
a Concealed Hinge

Select Products Ltd. in
Portage, Mich., has designed
the new SL31, SL38, SL44 and
SL48 concealed geared continuous hinges for a variety of
storefront entryways. The
SL31, SL44 and SL48 fit 1 3⁄4inch doors; the SL38 fits 1- to
1 3⁄8-inch doors. The PairMatched™ hinge leaves, lifetime lubrication, anodizing
after machining and coated,
corrosion-resistant fasteners
give them unmatched durability.
All Select geared continuous hinges are made from up to 100-percent recycled content. The manufacturer can match any paint color on the gear
cap or the entire hinge and fasteners; a choice of anodized colors also is
available.
❙❙➤ www.select-hinges.com
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Look out Atlanta,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 59

sealants and adhesives

Booth #1723: A Range of
Sealing Solutions on
Display from Lauren

Ohio-based Lauren Manufacturing’s
engineered sealing solutions for progressive door and window designs will

be on display at the event.
The company offers standard products and custom
solutions using a wide
range of materials, including EPDM, silicone, neoprene, TPV and
polypropylenes. In its booth, visitors

With over 30,000 man hours
on one job alone… our

scratch removal systems
are proven to solve your toughest
glass damage issues.

will find more about the manufacturer’s
high-performance sealing solutions for
storefront systems, curtainwall systems,
interior wall systems, solar systems,
entry door systems and more.

❙❙➤ www.lauren.com

transportation

Booth #1605:
MyGlassTruck.com
Extends Rack Options

MyGlassTruck.com in Glassboro,
N.J., will display a new Mitsubishi
Fuso FE 160 truck with a 16-foot custom aluminum glass transport body.
Rated at 16,000 GVW, the 2012 Fuso
sports a new design with improved
fuel economy and an industry-best
limited warranty on the powertrain.

:: Repair anything
from light rubs to
extreme damage.
:: Center water
feed for pinpoint
accuracy.
:: Ergonomic design
reduces fatigue.
:: More system
content and
functionality
than ever!

800.321.2597
www.glasweld.com/gforce2
Visit us at GlassBuild Booth #2515

The body features exterior and walkin interior glass racks with the most
glass protection padding available;
fabrication with aircraft-grade Huck®
mechanical fasteners that are superior
to welds for joining aluminum; and
removable rear wheel skirts for easy
maintenance access.
A demonstrator model of the new,
easy to load and unload Slider rollout aluminum glass rack will also
continued on page 62
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Electrify on the fly.

Introducing the Steel Hawk.
A new species of electrified latch with
patented two-way winged technology.
This narrow backset deadlatch is perfect for aluminum and
glass entrance doors. Because it¶ s non-handed and is a no-cut
replacement for MS ® deadbolts and latches, it¶ s the easiest
way to electrify a door in the field. Of course, we couldn¶ t call
it the Steel Hawk if it didn¶ t come with ANSI/BHMA Grade 1
performance. Basically, when it comes to electrified latches,
it¶ s at the top of the food chain.
For a chance to win and find out more, visit
steel-hawk.com to play Stalk the Hawk.
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debut at the booth. The Slider glides
in and out of a van’s cargo bay or
pick-up truck’s bed on sealed steel
bearings inside a robust telescoping
steel base. Glaziers can load the rack
outside the vehicle and roll it inside
for transport.

The company also is launching its
“Nice Rack” campaign to fight breast
cancer by making a donation benefiting the Central and South Jersey Affiliates of Susan G. Komen for the Cure®
for every glass rack sold.

❙❙➤ www.myglasstruck.com

machinery and equipment

Booth #1501: Wood’s
Expandable Channel
Lifters Meet
Handling Needs

The channel lifters are a
modular system of
vacuum lifting
equipment for
glass installation.
This series of
below-the-hook
vacuum lifters
from Wood’s
Powr Grip in
Laurel, Mont.,
starts with the
P11104DC, a single-channel unit with four 11-inch vacuum pads. The lightweight P11104DC
offers 180 degree edgewise rotation and
90 degree tilt from upright to flat, and
weighs only 70 pounds. Its compact size
allows easy movement in confined areas
and accommodates a variety of glass
sizes with weights up to 700 pounds. The
power source is an onboard 12-volt DC
battery with an electric charger, for cordfree use, although AC powered lifters also
are available.

❙❙➤ www.powrgrip.com

Booth #1923:
End Caps Drive Visitors
to Vesuvius Booth
Vesuvius USA will
exhibit a variety of fused
silica products used in
the glass industry.
Among the featured
products is its recently introduced Smartly Driven® end cap
used for glass tempering rollers. The
manufacturer says this patented technology is the most significant advancement achieved in tempering roller
technology for years.

❙❙➤ www.us.vesuvius.com
continued on page 64
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PROFESSIONALS’ CHOICE
VERY HEAVY DUTY SEAMING MACHINERY FOR THE
SERIOUS TEMPERED GLASS MANUFACTURER
World renowned as the best totally reliable seaming machines for
24/7 operation even in the harshest glass factory environments.
Each machine weighs in at around 1400 lbs. All moving parts are
mounted OUTSIDE the machine frame away from water and glass
powder. Big, powerful bearings rated for more than double the
actual duty; stainless steel shafts; pneumatic de-tension; large 15”
dia pulleys for high grinding belt speed giving you the smoothest
edge finish and minimizing quench losses.
UNIX XDIA for wet seaming with diamond or
Silicone Carbide (SIC) belts.
UNIX AIRFLOW with easy wipe-down surface
and high float clearance, for dry seaming. Dust
extraction included.
EASYSEAM hand held X-belt for extreme
shapes and sizes.
TABLE TYPES
OPEN FRAME ball tables for wet or dry.
WATER-BATH wet tables with semisubmerged castors that
self-rinse in use.
AIRFLOW air float tables that glide even the heaviest glass with
minimum effort.
SEAMMAXX-PRO fully automatic seaming lines for totally
random sizes, average 8 to 15 seconds per glass, sizes up to 100” x
200”: options to grind edge as well as seams, automatic batching
for the furnace, labor-free, no manual handling.
Remove the weak link in your production chain:
Lightweight machinery and idle furnaces cost you customers.
in USA call
Mike Shelton 678 480 8017

WWW.ASHTON-INDUSTRIAL.COM
See it all in action: Film footage & internet links. Visit our web pages now
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Booth #1431: Glaston
Goes All Out with New Lines
In celebration of its 65 th anniversary, Glaston Bavelloni will present a
new range of straight-line edging and
double edging machines with cup
and peripheral wheels. The new
Bavelloni series Hiyon, Xtraedge and

Special software and hardware provide unlimited heating control. The
control allows for heat to be added or
taken away from any particular location on the glass.
The FC500™ tempering furnace offers fabricators high production capacity of low-E glass and energy

SWISSPACER –
engineered in Switzerland!
• Energy saving
• Comfort
• Aesthetics
• Reduced Condensation

Helios consist of more than 10 models available in many configurations
that can be customized according to
customer needs.
Glaston’s latest introduction in convection technology, Vortex Pro™, improves control over air placement on
the surface of the glass. This technology allows the operator to control the
thermal profile of the glass precisely.

efficiency with low environmental
impact. The manufacturer says that,
compared to conventional tempering
lines, Tamglass FC500™ offers up to
40-percent more production capacity
of energy-efficient glass with 30-percent less energy consumption.

❙❙➤ www.glaston.net
continued on page 66

SWISSPACER DISTRIBUTORS
North East USA, Eastern Canada

Steve Brown Machinery Solutions Inc.
1845 Jean-Monnet St
Terrebonne, QC, Canada J6X 4L7

Phone: +1 (888) 430-4481
Fax: +1 (450) 477-6937
North West USA, Western Canada

Coniston Products Ltd.
7550 MacDonald Road
Delta, BC, Canada, V4G1N2

Phone: +1 (604) 952-6092
Fax: +1 (604) 952-6093
South West USA

West Coast Machinery Solutions, LLC
4008 SHADY RIDGE DR.
92881 CORONA, CA, USA

Phone: +1 (626) 347-2932
Fax: +1 (626) 498-2024
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scratch removal

Booth #2515: Use the Gforce2 at the Event

GlasWeld in Bend, Ore., is introducing attendees to its glass scratch removal
systems. Among them are the entry-level Gforce Mini System for light rubs
and scratches and the Gforce2 Extreme System, which handles all types of
glass damage including heavy graffiti damage. The company also will showcase a solution to prevent future damage: anti-graffiti film.
With the Gforce2 glass
scratch removal kit, users
can remove simple rubs and
scratches. It now includes
more disk options to remove
deeper, more severe damage
than ever before. The new
center water feed system allows pinpoint accuracy and
control in tight edges and corners. And with the ergonomic
redesign of the center water
feed, users can work longer
with reduced fatigue.
❙❙➤ www.glasweld.com
www.usglassmag.com
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ZYAROCK® SMARTLY DRIVEN®

Glass Tempering Rolls
Vesuvius ZYAROCK® SMARTLY DRIVEN® all mechanical end cap attachment system was
successfully launched in 2008 and has already become the standard for glass tempering rollers. This innovative solution
has significantly improved performance and reliability when compared to the now obsolete glued end cap attachment
method. Reduced downtime, increased productivity, better quality glass and the virtual elimination of end cap separation
has been proven time and time again.

•
•
•
•

Withstands temperatures up to 650°F/350°C
Consistent TIR with temperature
Improved torque strength
Eco-friendly

Patented End Cap Attachment Solution
Visit our website at www.glass.vesuvius.com

Vesuvius USA, Dillon

Vesuvius France SA

Vesuvius Japan Inc.

Vesuvius China

fused.silica@us.vesuvius.com
Tel : 1 843 774 6026
Fax : 1 843 774 3735

Carlos.Lopez@vesuvius.com
Tel : 33 327 69 1013
Fax : 33 327 68 1411

Nobuko.Ikemiya@vesuvius.com
Tel : 81 3 5442 0818
Fax : 81 3 5442 1381

Jenny.xu@CN.vesuvius.com
Tel: 86 512 6274 8656
Fax: 86 512 6274 8009

Come to Visit Us at
GlassBuild America - Booth 1923
12-14 September 2011, Atlanta
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Booth #2031: Erdman
Brings Sealer, Applicators
and an Extra Hand
Princeton, Minn.-based Erdman is
setting up a variety of insulating glass
processing machines in its booth.
The fixed head IG secondary sealer
features a stationary sealant application
system that gives operators the ability
to apply a professional, high quality,
consistent secondary seal to IG units.
The machine applies sealant based on
the speed at which the glass is being
moved by the operator and the height
and depth of the spacer. Each corner is
filled under pressure with a back-up
plate or a wiper making for a perfect fill
with little or no bulge in the corners.
The unit can be configured for dual and

triple pane
units in one pass.
The IG flexible spacer applicator was
designed to enhance the accuracy and
speed of spacer application. A protective
adhesive film is automatically rolled
onto the machine for easy removal and
continued on page 68

software

Booth #1131: FeneTech Has Apps For Glass

FeneTech Inc. in Aurora, Ohio, will promote its integrated FeneVision ERP
software, which features quoting, order entry and purchasing, among other
functions. New this year will be FeneVision’s new Business Intelligence feature as well as the iPad and tablet PC apps, Business Monitor and Factory
Monitor. These applications provide complete visibility of business operations,
accessible anytime and anywhere.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA
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The company also will display its FeneVision LineScanner, a scanning solution for quality control, measuring and sheet identification. Integrated with the
company’s optimization and production/ERP systems, the scanner can be used
for surface quality and size comparison inspection; inspection of edge deletion
quality; acceptance or rejection of units based on empirical data; easy-to-read
display of rack/slot number for tempered lites; and system-level problem solving,
process reviews and overall production statistics using archived scan results for
each lite. The line scanner can be installed horizontally or vertically. It can verify
the dimensions of each unit, and the location, size and shape of all outside and
inside fabrications, including curves, ovals, rectangles and holes.
❙❙➤ www.fenetech.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Designed
for your

Lifestyle
Series 9500
Bi-Fold Doors
unlimited sizes + optional thermal break

reach us at 1.877.268.1300

visit us online for more
products by Western

Custom Views.
Proven Performance.

western
window systems
westernwindowsystems.com

Product Distributed throughout North America.

Independent Representative opportunities are available.
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Can you tell the

?

difference

between

&

?

Apples Oranges

Professional
glass cleaner

disposal. The glass can then feed out directly to the IG secondary sealer or any other workstation. The horizontal design integrates with existing IG equipment.
The Hand Assist glazing table offers a control system utilizing fluid metering technologies to provide a consistent
diameter bead of sealant to product at speeds up to 30
inches per second. Hand Assists are available to dispense
hot, cold or two-part sealants and can be set-up for bead
sizes from 0.060 inches up to 0.50 inches in diameter.

❙❙➤ www.erdmanautomation.com

Booth #1531: Lisec America
to Bend Spacer Frames Onsite

Premium
silicones

Top performance
grinding belts
Traditional
shower hardware

LisecAmerica in Burnsville, Minn.,
will highlight its competence in insulating glass production by demonstrating its fully automated spacer-frame bending system BSV-45ANK. The
BSV-45ANK is a solution for short bending cycles, as well as automatic processing of various spacer-frame materials such as
aluminum, steel, stainless steel and plastic frames.

❙❙➤ www.lisecamerica.com

12-14.
eptember
Atlanta, S
220!
t booth #2
Meet us a

www.bohle-america.com

Experience the difference
Your full-range supplier to the glass & glazing industry

Booth #2147: Bystronic
Adds More Speed to Your Cut
The Bystronic Glass Group in Aurora,Colo.,will present its
float glass cutting table, speed’cut. The modular speed’cut
has a speed of up to 300 meters per minute and an acceleration of up to six meters per square second. The deployed
measuring system offers the ultimate precision on the desired dimensions, therefore minimizing potential grinding
tolerances. The cutting bridge, available to the mass market
for the first time, has a honeycomb structure that is reported

Bohle America, Inc. · T +1 877 678 2021 (toll free) · sales@bohle-america.com

continued on page 70
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VACUUM CUP
that revolutionized
n
the

Glass Industry
IIn 1964 Howard Wood designed the •rst Wood’s
Powr-Grip ® Vacuum Cup allowing glaziers to hold
P
securely without lifting them by the edges.
llites
i
F
For over 4 decades, Wood¶ s Powr-Grip has been
m
manufacturing vacuum lifting equipment that
ln
ncreases safety and lowers cost for glass handling.
T
Today, Wood's Powr-Grip vacuum cups and belowtthe-hook vacuum lifters can be found in nearly
e
every country in the world and have become
s
standard tools in the glass industry.
F details on our complete product line, call or visit
For
us today at 800.548.7341 or www.powrgrip.com.

Visit us at
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to be significantly lighter than comparable elements in conventional structures.
The low weight of the cutting bridge
leads to a 20-percent reduction in energy
use for acceleration and braking.

❙❙➤ www.bystronic-glass.com

Booth #2723:
DIP-Tech Releases
the GlassJet Jumbo
DIP-Tech in Israel has announced the
launch of the GlassJet Jumbo. The manufacturer says that the GlassJet Jumbo

ORIGINAL & TRUSTED NAME IN
THE ORI
GLASS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
GLAS

GlassBuild AMERICA
Booth # 1501
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accommodates the largest standard
lites available: 19.6 by 10.8 feet. It’s designed to be completely inline, including the internal conveyor, thereby
minimizing concerns about the
fragility of large panels.

❙❙➤ www.dip-tech.com

Booth #2837: Tekna
to Demo TKcadX
Software and Machining
TKcadX, from Tekna USA Corp. in
Crystal Lake, Ill., is 3D CAD model interpretation software that enables the
generation of NCX files directly from

3D drawings.
Since 3D-models contain only information about the planes and features of a
working piece, not the machining
processes necessary to arrive at them, TKcadX scans and analyzes the features on a

BULLETS. BLASTS.
HIGH WIND AND
IMPACT RESISTANCE.

protective coatings

In an insecure world, you need
unique architectural security
solutions you can depend on.

BriteGuard® is the new brand from
Bohle America Inc. in Charlotte, N.C.,
for surface protection products.
BriteGuard® is available for smooth
surfaces such as glass showers,
façades, glass furniture and
balustrades, and for rough, sandblasted and satin-finished surfaces.

!"#$%&'()*+,-#'./0*1'2(#-/"*(,".%!"3*

continued on page 74

Booth #2220: Bohle
Introduces Brite Solution
for Protecting Lites
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BriteGuard® Surface Sealer and
Surface Sealer X react chemically
with glass and glazed ceramics to
form a high-strength functional layer
that protects against dirt deposits
and glass corrosion. The manufacturer says this layer withstands mechanical wear as well as chemicals,
heat, UV radiation and more.
The BriteGuard® modular system
consists of two coating products:
BriteGuard® Surface Sealer for
smooth surfaces and BriteGuard®
Surface Sealer X for rough surfaces.
Surface Activator is used for precleaning smooth surfaces and Surface Finisher for final cleaning.
❙❙➤ www.briteguard.com
www.usglassmag.com
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3D drawing and then separates them into
easily recognizable machining operations
for the programmer to verify as valid operations to be performed on the CNC machine. These operations are then exported
to CAM software such as TK-Cam, which
optimizes the tool assignment, calculates

the clamp-positions and generates the NCcode that runs the machine.
At the show, the company will
demonstrate the process, beginning
with a 3D CAD model and finishing by
machining the parts.

❙❙➤ www.teknausa.com

components

Booth #1215: Technoform
Expands Insulating Options

Technoform in Twinsburg, Ohio, has
added a number of new profiles to its
standard offerings. Constructed of sturdy
polyamide 6.6 with 25 percent glass fiber

Easy Exits.
Perfect Closure.
Your “One Stop Source” for ASSA ABLOY,
Access Hardware Supply is one of the largest
stocking distributors of Adams Rite, Sargent
and Rixson exit devices and floor closers.
Floor closers provide the best mechanical means of controlling
a door. The weight of the door is supported entirely by the bottom
arm, which is directly connected to the floor closer spindle.
Rixson floor closers are fully concealed to maintain the aesthetic
design of the opening. Exit devices by Adams Rite and Sargent
all feature strong, durable construction that high levels of traffic
demand. They also have the looks and options that architects
and designers prefer.
Call us at 800.348.2263 or visit www.accesshardware.com for
more information, and be sure to check out Bill’s Blog to see
what is new and exciting at Access.

content, Bautec structural insulating strip
enables aluminum fenestration and curtainwall manufacturers to provide the
highest degree of thermal performance
and structural integrity available. It features an expansion/contraction rate equal
to that of aluminum, thermal conductivity rates 700 times lower than aluminum
and structural properties that the manufacturer says exceeds those of virtually
every other thermoplastic available.
The range of standard TGI®-Spacer
widths now extends from ¼- to 1-inch.
Independent laboratory testing shows
that this hybrid spacer system, incorporating high-performance polymer and
low conductivity stainless steel, delivers
superior sightline temperatures, condensation resistance and U-factors that meet
or exceed existing energy codes. TGI
warm-edge spacer provides structural
rigidity and aesthetic appeal in both
commercial and residential applications.

❙❙➤ www.technoform.us

Booth #415: Quanex
Brings An Array of
Components

ACCESS HARDWARE SUPPLY 14359 Catalina St., San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: (800)t'BY(800)t www.accesshardware.com

Houston-based Quanex Building
Products Corp. will debut its line-up of
products and services at the show. In the
past year, the company has strategically
aligned Edgetech I.G., Mikron, Truseal
continued on page 76
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Getting the job done
just got a whole lot easier.
Products for the glass, mirror and stone professional. Glazers Choice supplies heavy

duty glass handling, stone handling, glass storage and stone storage systems.
Our superior mirror mounting tapes and
Glass and More cleaner are field proven.
Customer service with prompt answers,
order processing, and timely shipping is
our highest priority.
Glazers Choice® Mirror Mounting Tape and
Groves Glass and Stone Storage Systems
are just two of the many products available
through Glazers Choice.

Call now to
place your order!

888.655.3430

Orders can be phoned to 888.655.3430
or faxed to 877.893.3337. Product
descriptions, literature and pricing are
on line at glazerschoice.com. Get the

job done easier with Glazers Choice.

888.655.3430 • glazerschoice.com
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Technologies and
Homeshield under its
umbrella, meaning
the booth will feature
integrated high-performance door and
window systems, including energy-efficient IG components,
extrusions and fenestration components.
Among the products
on display will be the
Super Spacer® dual-seal warm-edge
spacer systems, backed by more than 20
years of field performance in commercial
and residential applications worldwide.
The all-foam construction of Super
Spacer products provides strong thermal
performance, condensation resistance
and long-term durability.
SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA

❙❙➤ www.quanex.com
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Proudly Made in the USA

Booth #1705: Dynamic
Glazing + Triple-Lite =
Energy-Efficient Glass

Sage
Electrochromics Inc.
of
Faribault,
Minn., has unveiled what it
says is the
world’s most energ y-efficient
window glass.
The new product is the first to
marry electronically tintable
dynamic window technology
with high Rvalue, triple-lite
construction.
The
company’s dynamic
tinting technology uses nanotechnology, allowing users to manage daylight electronically. Tests show the
continued on page 78
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Look out Atlanta,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 76
dynamic, triple-glazed glass has an insulating R-value
higher than 8, compared to an R-3 value typical of most
low-E double lite glass. Combining insulation with the
glazing’s dynamic tinting capability provides a 16-percent
energy improvement over triple-lite glass with low-E, and
better than a 50-percent improvement over single lite glazings, according to the manufacturer.

❙❙➤ www.sage-ec.com
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Booth #1844: Learn
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Messe Düsseldorf will participate in GlassBuild in order
to promote two of its international trade fairs for the glass
industry: glasstec 2012, International Trade Fair for Glass
Production, Processing and Products, and solarpeq 2012, International Trade Fair for Solar Production Equipment. The
events will be held concurrently from October 23-26, 2012, in
Düsseldorf, Germany. At GlassBuild, exhibitor and visitor information for the international trade fairs will be available,
as well as information on hotel and travel arrangements.
❙❙➤ www.mdna.com ■
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Texas

Glass TEXpo™ 2012
April 12-13, 2012
San Antonio, Texas
El Tropicano Riverwalk Hotel
www.usglassmag.com/texpo

Plan
now!

CLUs
Available

Co-sponsored by
USGlass
Architects’ Guide to Glass and
DWM magazines

Plan now
to attend!

A Site Designed Exclusively for
Contract Glaziers
From USGlass Magazine
• In-depth Articles;
• Business News;
• Informational
Videos;
• Glazing Columns;

• Installation
Information;
• Company News;
• Industry Events;
• And so Much More!

Visit www.usglassmag.com/contractglazing
www.usglassmag.com
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ShowCase
coatings

EnduroShield Coating
Awarded TÜV Certification

Utilizing nanotechnology to achieve
a durable protective coating, EnduroShield is a clear liquid that is
sprayed on glass using either a hand
held spray gun or automated machine.
The coating is suitable for glass
surfaces such as shower doors, insulating glass units, curtainwall, glass
railings and solar panels. The EnduroShield coating is provided with
a 10 year limited warranty and
does not require the use of specialist aftercare products to maintain
performance.

❙❙➤ www.enduroshield.com

components
PCT Global LLC in Santa Barbara,
Calif., has announced that its EnduroShield protective coating has been
awarded certification from TÜV
Rheinland Germany, a global independent test provider, for durability
and easy-to-clean functionality. The
durability test was carried out to
simulate a 10-year lifetime on interior
and exterior use. The product has
passed extensive testing carried out
by TÜV Rheinland Group, including
safety and quality testing.

Azon Shares Samples
of MLP™ System

The MLP™ total design system, or
mechanical lock profile, is the newest
concept from the AZO/Tec® design
team at Kalamazoo, Mich.-based
Azon. The company’s new MLP™
sample kit features a concealed and
encapsulated mechanical lock in an
unfilled frame and a completed sample
with the pour and debridge method.
The MLP™ has the highest shear of all
thermal barrier systems for aluminum

architectural products and is designed
with a high temperature-resistant
polyurethane polymer formulation
and a wide cavity to improve thermal
performance with a lower U-factor in
most fenestration products.

❙❙➤ www.azonintl.com

window film

Johnson Window
Films Introduces
Efilm Energy Analysis

tools

New Jig Drills for Curtainwall Mullions

The RyLee Jig from Fenestration Tooling Inc. in Hot Springs,
Ark., is a portable drill jig that
can handle multiple types of
hand drills. Originally designed
to erect curtainwall, the RyLee
Jig can be used in any application that needs a mobile adjustable drill jig.
The self-clamping bar clamp
makes it possible to clamp on
a mullion from interior, exterior,
above or below the anchor
clips. A fully adjustable 360-degree rotating main shaft with a slide bar has
enough travel to pass through a mullion, reinforcement and both anchor
plates with one easy pass. The tool provides the user with control over the
drilling process while reducing erection field time, fatigue and possible injury due to drill kickback.
❙❙➤ www.fenestrationtooling.com
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Johnson Window Films is now
offering its dealers the opportunity
to create building energy analysis
reports designed to provide an accurate
window film energy analysis for bids
on commercial and residential projects.
The Efilm analysis program is a
Windows-based software tool designed
to analyze energy use of fenestration systems with and without window
film and the cost-effectiveness of
different options in typical commercial
and residential buildings.
continued on page 82
www.usglassmag.com
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ShowCase
continued

Wagner Fabricated Spider

Manufactured and
tested in the USA
Bolt Fits Up To
11 8´ Thick Glass
Stainless Steel
316

The Efilm computer program is based on the EnergyPlus simulation engine, developed under funding of
the Department of Energy (DOE). EnergyPlus incorporates features of DOE 2.1E and BLAST and also is enhanced with the use of the latest programming. This
program is a free tool available to all Johnson Window
Films dealers.

❙❙➤ www.johnsonwindowfilms.com/dealer

glass

Pilkington Spotlights
Spacia™ Vacuum Glass

ags@mailwagner.com
www.wagnerglass.com
+1.414.214.8351

UltraWiz®
Quick Release
4408-Q

Spacia™ vacuum glazing from Pilkington North America Inc. in Toledo, Ohio, offers the thermal performance
of conventional double glazing in one-quarter of the
thickness and two-thirds the weight.
Spacia™ seals low-E glass with clear float glass with a
thin vacuum layer. Its slim profile allows for the use of
existing frames in older buildings.
Spacia™ differs from conventional IG in that the air between the two lites of glass is extracted, creating a vac-

UltraWiz® Quick Release Long Knives
The 4400 Series
An Industry First!!! The UltraWiz® Quick
Release Long Knives allow you to change

NEW

blades without tools; no more worn out screws
or bent caps! Just a smooth maneuver of
UltraWiz®
Quick Release
4413-Q

rolling your thumb back over the safety catch
while pushing down on the release lever allows
for a quick release of the blade. Techs say they are more inclined to flip the
blade to the sharp side because it can be done so easily.

UltraWiz®
Quick Release
4418-Q

UltraWiz®
Quick Release
4424-Q

UltraWiz® a product
of A.N. Designs, Inc.
www.ultrawiztools.com

866-482-2921
Available From Your Local Distributor

www.UltraWizTools.com
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Up at Night
continued from page 48

hardware

Access Door Offers
New Panic Device

uum. Even a small vacuum gap is
much more efficient at minimizing
conduction and convection heat
losses, so the gap between the two
lites can be reduced to just 0.2-mm,
giving an overall thickness of just over
6-mm.

❙❙➤ www.pilkington.com/na

translucent panels

Clima-Tite Takes Thermal
Performance to a New Level

Major Industries Inc. in Wausau,
Wis., has introduced the Clima-Tite™
daylighting system.
The manufacturer says that the
Clima-Tite™ features the same builtin water management as its standard
Guardian 275® translucent panel
daylighting systems, including integral gutters and weeps, but replaces
the aluminum structure with
pultruded fiberglass.
This allows
for

Access Door in Keokuk, Iowa, has
introduced its new AD100 mechanical panic device for all-glass and
framed doors. Its mechanical panic
feature complements the company’s
Smart Touch and Smart Grip line of
access control and egress devices.
Both the Smart Touch and AD100
mechanical panic can accommodate
taller doors and are available in most
architectural finishes.
❙❙➤ www.accessdoor.us

improved U-factors and improved
condensation resistance factor (CRF)
numbers versus aluminum-based
systems.
Clima-Tite™ systems also offer a
snap-to-lock installation feature
that saves labor costs and eliminates the need for visible fasteners.
Clima-Tite™ features Ultimate Series™ FRP face sheet technology for
weathering performance, plus color
retention and an erosion veil for extreme environments.

❙❙➤ www.majorskylights.com

doors and windows

AGC, Northern Building
Products Aim for Super
Energy-Efficiency

AGC Flat Glass North America
(AGC) in Alpharetta, Ga., and Northern Building Products Inc. in Teterboro, N.J., are commemorating their
28th anniversary of doing business together by joining forces and bringing
to market energy-efficient aluminum
doors and windows. Northern now
offers AGC’s U4 - 4th Surface Technology™, which will enable Northern
products to provide up to a 20-percent improvement in energy conservation. The U4 coating is baked into
the glass while it’s still in its molten
state.

❙❙➤ www.NorthernBuilding
Products.com ■
www.usglassmag.com

even though we didn’t need it. In hindsight, that was a mistake.
USG: So do you ever say “how could
this happen?”
LS: We were always a leader. We just
happened to be unfortunate enough to
lead in this area too. Look at how many
companies have gone out after us without
nearly as much fanfare. We were first and
we were big, so we got a lot of attention.

You don’t want to
have to worry about
sharing a cell with
Bubba down the road.
USG: How are people going to grow
with the banks the way they are now?
LS: I think you have to do things differently. You can’t rely on the idea that
you’re going to leverage a company up.
I think it’s got to be a niche. You need
to be nimble and you need to have a
broad product line.
USG: What do you think happened
with U.S. Aluminum? I mean, nobody
even stepped up to the plate for those
guys. They’re just gone. (Editor’s note:
this interview was conducted before the
purchase of some U.S. Aluminum assets
by C.R. Laurence.)
LS: I don’t know what the hell they
were doing to be honest. Part of it was
that the U.S. Aluminum metal side probably had something that could be rescued, but the International Window side,
[not so much]. And I don’t think today
you want to be an extruder … it’s tough.
USG: Right, but as you know it’s the
best time to start something, right?
LS: Like I said,every day I go home and
ask myself:“Do I want to be in this industry or not?” And every time, I think the
smart thing is not to be. I have a disease.
USG: Anything else you’d like to tell
the readers?
LS: I wish everybody luck. I root for
the small independent. The independents are also going to have room to
grow their business. I not only root for
them, I want to be one of them. ■
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NewsMakers
new hires
Apogee Enterprises Inc. in Minneapolis has hired Joseph F. Puishys as
chief executive officer (CEO) and president. Puishys, 53, also becomes a member of the board of directors. Apogee
embarked on a national search for its
next CEO following Russ Huffer’s announcement of his retirement after a
25-year career with Apogee (see January/February 2011 USGlass, page 52).
With Puishys’ appointment, Huffer is

stepping down as CEO and board director, and as interim president of Apogee’s
Viracon subsidiary. Huffer has served in
that last role since February.
Gardner Glass Products
in North Wilkesboro, N.C.,
has hired Jim Ventre as national accounts manager.
Ventre entered the glass industry in 1983 with Floral
Glass Industries. He has Jim Ventre

obituaries

Industry Mourns Death of Stan Dudeck

Stan Dudeck, president and founder of Winnipeg, Manitoba-based
Paramount Windows and Doors Inc., passed away on July 9. He was 84.
“For 60-plus years, Stan prided himself on the quality products and
services that Paramount provided. Stan was the originator of tripleglazed insulating glass units and received multiple awards for his dedication to the industry and the community,” according to a release by the
Stanley
Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance. “Stan will be remembered as
Dudek
an honest businessman, an innovator and leader within the glass industry, and a devoted husband, father, brother, uncle, grandfather and
great-grandfather. He will be deeply missed by the employees at Paramount and the
many friends and associates he made in the business community.”

Former Sommer & Maca President Passes Away

Paul Donald Maca died on July 29 in LaGrange Park, Ill., at the age of 79, due to
complications from Parkinson’s disease. He retired as president of Sommer & Maca
in 1986 and proceeded to volunteer extensively in his community and his church. He
is survived by his wife of 57 years, Gail; daughters Katherine, Marjorie and Sarah;
six grandchildren; brother Allan; sister-in-law and brother-in-law, Joan and Doug, and
nieces and nephews.

Industry Remembers John Neunlist

John Neunlist, president of Admiral Glass & Mirror in Houston, passed away on August 15 after a battle with cancer.
“He was a true icon of the glass industry,” says Bob Lawrence, president Craftsman/Cristacurva in Houston. “I always thought John was one of the truly great gentlemen in our industry; as well, he relished adventure.”
“Anyone who has had the pleasure of working with John knows his ability to immediately make you feel like a friend,” says Ashley M. Charest, account executive for
the Glass Association of North America. Neunlist had worked with the association’s
Building Envelope Contractors division. “His attitude and support of the industry was
a huge help to me personally, as well as an enormous asset to GANA. I wish his family the best with the comfort of knowing what he meant to everyone.”
Ted Krantz, director of PPG Industries of Dallas, recalls meeting Neunlist in the
early ’80s. “He was one of the high-rise/curtainwall pioneers. I enjoyed his quirky
sense of humor, and always knew where he was coming form. John was a guy whose
integrity was never questioned. He was a business associate and a close personal
friend.”
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worked for several industry companies
over the years, including Gardner in the
late ’90s.

Sahely Mukerji
Joins USGlass Staff

Sahely Mukerji has joined the staff of
USGlass magazine. Mukerji will serve as
the editor of USGNN.com™, USGlass’
daily electronic news service, and Solar Glazing magazine, Key’s fastest growing
publication. She also will be
an assistant editor for
USGlass.
Mukerji worked at a com- Sahely
peting magazine from July Mukerji
2004 to April 2011. Prior to
that, she worked as the associate editor
for ASCE News in Reston, Va., a publication of the American Society of Civil
Engineers. She has extensive background in newspapers in her native
India and the United States, and has
been working in the print industry since
1991. She has done stints at The
Gazette in Gaithersburg, Md., a publication of The Washington Post Co.;
and Valley News Dispatch in Pittsburgh,
a Gannett publication, among others.

promotions
The Guardian Industries
board of directors has
named Steven D. Ziessler
president of Guardian
Building Products. Ziessler
will
succeed
Duane
Faulkner,
who
is
retiring
Steven
Ziessler after more than 30 years as
division president. Ziessler
brings experience from companies including Clear-water Paper, Cellu Tissue
and Kimberly-Clark.
The Guardian board also
has named general counsel
David Jaffe a vice president
of the corporation. He also
holds the position of secretary of the company. Jaffe
has been with the company
David
since 1990.
Jaffe
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AMinuteWith …

Kelly Schuller, Viracon

Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing

elly Schuller says his focus is on
the basics. Viracon’s senior vice
president of sales and marketing
joined the company in November 2010
(see January-February 2011 USGlass,
page 52) after serving for four years as
vice president of strategy and business
development for Viracon parent company
Apogee.
Schuller recently talked to USGlass
about his time in the industry, future
goals and plans and where we might see
this industry five years from now.
USG: What duties does your job at
Viracon include?
KS: I have specific responsibilities in
overseeing Viracon’s global sales and
marketing activities and people. This includes everything from field sales representatives in the United States and
20-plus countries, to our inside sales
team, estimators, project management
team, our marketing group, architectural
promotion group and tech services team.
USG: What are your goals for moving
the company moving forward?
KS: Our immediate focus is back to
basics and a focus on the fundamentals.
The top management group has revisited our priorities. We’re focused
squarely on the things that historically
have made Viracon a good choice, such
as industry-leading quality. So, our number-one priority is ensuring we remain
the leader in quality. We’re spending
time and effort to upgrade our quality
systems and keeping them up to speed
with the growing complexity of the glass
we’re manufacturing. We’re also spending a lot of time on new product development, architectural promotion and
complete and on-time delivery … We also
continue to develop our international
presence and, at the current time, we
are strengthening our Brazilian opera-

K

www.usglassmag.com

tion, GlassecViracon, to realize the full
potential of that acquisition (see January/February USGlass, page 16). As we
come out of the recovery, and the economy picks up speed, we’ll look at other
growth opportunities …
USG: What things are driving new
product development?
KS: A lot is around the higher performance of the glass; so much is aimed at
additional features and functions that
will either drive greater performance or
greater aesthetic choice. We’re always
looking to include new coatings, and
we’re now looking to pick up the pace of
coating development [with] coatings that
will raise performance or offer new and
unique aesthetic options.
USG: You’ve worked in industries other
than glass; what are some of the biggest
differences between the others and this
industry?
KS: The primary industry I worked in
previously was custom electronics manufacturing. There were similarities in that
every circuit was different for each project and high quality, on-time delivery
was critically important. One of the key
differences is the degree of fragmentation in our industry. There are a lot of
glazing subcontractors in the United
States—thousands. And certainly electronics and other industries are more
consolidated. So the sheer number of
customers to reach, talk to, support and
develop is a big difference. I think one of
the unique things in this industry is the
number of players and influencers involved in the buying decision … among
architects, consultants, owners, general
contractors and glazing subcontractors
… there are a lot of parties to address as
the glass choice is made.
USG: Who has been your biggest professional inspiration?

KS: Within the glass industry, unquestionably, Russ Huffer. He hired me into
Apogee and helped me learn a lot about
this business. The integrity he demonstrates and his focus on values and taking a long-term view on things, I think
they are all particularly good qualities for
our industry.
USG: Where do you see the industry in
the next five years?
KS: We’re going to recover, there is
no question about it. One of the things I
did at Apogee was help characterize
the cyclical nature of our business and
you can go back over a long period of
time and it’s a reasonably predictable
cycle, between seven and 11 years, and
it always recovers and we will recover
here, too. The exact timing and strength
of it is the question mark, but five years
out I see us clearly in the up part of
the cycle …
I see buildings getting smarter and
more complicated and more valueadded. I also see increasing international
competition in the United States.
I don’t know how strong that will be,
but I do think that it is a trend we will
see more of in five years than we see
today …
USG: What advice would you give to
someone just starting out in glass?
KS: Develop your technical understanding of the product, as it will be valuable no matter what you do. And then
understand that it’s largely a service
business. We make a
product, but it’s bundled with a whole
set of services … I
think those are two
things that will carry
anyone in the glass
fabrication business a
long way. ■
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Back in Joplin, engineers are still asking questions about
what happened; the questions about what to do next are yet
to come.
Larry Tanner traveled to Joplin as part of FEMA’s Mitigation Assessment Team (MAT). The research associate with
Texas Tech’s Wind Science and Engineering Research Center
saw the damage to St. John’s up close.
“That building lost so much glazing,” he says. As a cautionary afterthought, he adds, “Many of the newer hospitals
being built today have lots of glass.”
Time will tell whether or not that will change, but one
thing’s for certain: hospitals shouldn’t leave staff faced with
the choice of whether to let their patients risk transport or
risk a natural disaster.
St. John’s painfully illustrates that many of the essential facilities across the country aren’t protecting their occupants
as well as they could.
“If you could have maintained 50 to 60 percent of that
the glazing and protected the generators, then that hospital
may not have been taken offline the way it was,” Tanner says
of St. John’s, although he’s quick to elaborate, “The generator
failure was not a function of glazing, but rather the wind
forces.”
But Tanner also points out that limiting the glass can not
be the answer—again, for the sake of its occupants.
“I believe that hospital rooms must and will always have
windows. How dark and dreary one’s life would be, ill and
confined in a windowless room. Patient rooms probably represent 70 percent of the glazing in a hospital.What is needed
is better windows and better glazing and better protection
of glazing. Double glazing, laminated glazing and perhaps
films can help,” he says.
As Tanner is working on the FEMA MAT team writing
about the Joplin tornado, he cannot comment specifically on
the hospital at this point—those details will emerge soon
enough—but he can look into the future and share how he
would rebuild.
“I would rebuild beautifully, creatively and taking advantage
of the envelope protection and life safety products that currently are available,” he says.
As awareness about tornado glazing grows, as research
into this market continues and as the residents of this
year’s disasters rebuild, more designers will learn that
beauty and protection aren’t exclusive of one another, that
glass can let in views of the natural world while keeping
out the storm. ■

M e g a n H e a d l e y is the editor of
USGlass.

www.usglassmag.com
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[datebook]

Up&Coming
NORTH AMERICAN
EVENTS
2011
October 4-7, 2011

Greenbuild 2011
Sponsored by the U.S. Green
Building Council (USGBC).
Metro Toronto
Convention Centre.
Toronto.
Contact: USGBC
at 800/795-1747.

October 17-20, 2011

GANA Fall Conference
Sponsored by
the Glass Association
of North America (GANA).
Crowne Plaza Kansas City
Downtown.
Kansas City, Mo.
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208.

October 30-Nov. 2, 2011

Finishing Industries Forum
Organized by the Painters &
Allied Trades (LMCI).
Caesars Palace.
Las Vegas.
Contact: LMCI
at 888/934-6474.

November 15-17, 2011

Win-Door North America
Sponsored by Fenestration
Canada.
Metro Toronto Convention
Centre.
Toronto.
Contact: Show organizers
at 800/282-0003.

2012
February 26-29, 2012

AAMA 75th Annual Conference
Sponsored by the American
Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA).
Naples Grande.
Naples, Fla.
Contact: AAMA
at 847/303-5664.

March 18-20, 2012

BEC Conference
Sponsored by GANA.
Paris Las Vegas.
Las Vegas.
Contact: GANA
at 785/271-0208.

April 2-4, 2012

BEST Conference 3
Sponsored by the National
Institute of Building Sciences
(NIBS).
TBA.
Atlanta.
Contact: NIBS
at 202/289-7800.

April 12-13, 2012

Glass TEXpo™ 2012
Sponsored by USGlass
magazine.
El Tropicano Riverwalk Hotel.
San Antonio.
Contact: USGlass
at 540/720-5584.

May 17-19, 2012

AIA National Convention
Sponsored by the American
Institute of Architects (AIA).
Washington Convention
Center.
Washington, D.C.
Contact: AIA
at 800/242-3837.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2011
October 26-29, 2011

Vitrum
Sponsored by the Italian
Machinery Manufacturers
Association (GIMAV).
Fiera Milano.
Milan, Italy.
Contact: GIMAV
at 39 02 33 00 70 32.

November 23-25, 2011

Glasstech Asia 2011
Sponsored by Conference &
Exhibition Management
Services Pte. Ltd.
Jakarta International Expo.
Jakarta, Indonesia.
Contact: Show organizers
at info@cems.com.sg.

2012
October 23-26, 2012

glasstec
Organized by Messe
Düsseldorf.
Düsseldorf Fairgrounds.
Düsseldorf, Germany.
Contact: Messe Düsseldorf
North America
at 312/781-5180. ■

Send your events to editor Megan
Headley at mheadley@glass.com
www.usglassmag.com
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[usg | classifieds]

Products for Sale

Businesses for Sale

Used Equipment

Curved China Cabinet Glass

Glass Shop for Sale

Standard curves fit most cabinets - one
day service. Most sizes $90, $95, $98 and
each piece is delivered. Call 512/2373600, Peco Glass Bending, PO Box 777,
Smithville, TX 78957.

28 yr. established full line glass shop
West central OK. Last 5 yrs. sales $4.4m.
Large trade area, good vehicle fleet.
Owner ready to retire. $800k. Building
for lease. glass4sale@live.com

USED MACHINERY
BOUGHT & SOLD

Employment/Help Wanted
Glass Estimator &
Door Estimator Needed
in Wasilla, AK
General Description/Work Experience:
• Directs and oversees all operations of the firm's estimating & planning functions.
• Personally develops estimates for large or complex projects.
• Relies on extensive experience & judgment to plan & accomplish goals.
• Responsible for the planning & scheduling of construction work, supplies, & work crew.
• Gathers & analyzes info. to prepare reports on the progress of projects.
• Evaluates current procedures & recommends changes to improve the efficiency of
planning & scheduling of projects.
• Requires 7 years of experience as an estimator & planner.
Education Requirements:
• Requires a bachelor’s degree in a related field. A certain amount of experience
may be substituted for a degree.

Contact Information:
http://tyonejobs.iapplicants.com/
Equal Opportunity Employer / ADA:
• TNC and its subsidiaries fall under ANCSA and are entitled under Federal Law to extend
hiring preferences to its shareholders. ANCSA provides TNC the authority to give shareholder preference in hiring. TNC reaffirms its belief in equal employment opportunity for
all employees and applicants for employment.

Manufacturers’
Reps Wanted

Monthly Newscast
• One-on-One Interviews
• Top Stories
• Industry Overviews

www.USGNN.com
88

GIESSE, a leading European manufacturer of hardware for aluminum
windows and doors is seeking qualified, independent sales representatives for several exclusive territories
in North America. Individuals
should have established rapport
among regional window and door
companies. Please send resume/history, line card, and region covered to
gsna@giessegroup.com.

USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

www.glassmachinerysales.com
Ph: 724/348-8450

All Machines in Stock
72”, 48” Horizontal Washers
6 scrub, 6 drying brushes + hot air
8 Spindle Beveler. 2” bevels $38,000.00
Used 9 spindle flat Edger/Miter
$21,000.00
Shape edger/Beveler $14,500.00
Prices EXW Miami
www.jordonglass.com
Ph: 800/833-2159
E-mail: sales@jordonglass.com
Celebrating our 30th anniversary!

We Buy & Sell Used Glass
and Window Machinery
www.ameracanequipment.com
855-669-9108

Industry Services
Bieber Consulting
Group, LLC
is a group of retired glass industry
executives with the ability to solve
your problems, grow your business
and add to your revenue stream. With
over 40 years of expertise managing
sales and profits, we know cost reduction, sales & marketing, finance, glass
fabrication, safety, purchasing, labor
relations and more. To explore how we
can be of benefit to you, call Paul
Bieber at 603/242-3521 or e-mail
paulbaseball@msn.com.

To place your
classified listing,
please contact
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584, ext. 112, or
email jmulligan@glass.com.
Listings start at $119 per column inch.
www.usglassmag.com
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Adhesives/seAlAnts
Adhesives, General

dow Corning Corporation
2200 West Salzburg Road
Midland, MI 48686
Phone: 989/496-6000
www.dowcorning.com/construction
construction@dowcorning.com
TM

trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Glazing Compounds

Omaha Wholesale hardware
1201 Pacific Street
Omaha, NE 68108
Phone: 800/238-4566
Fax: 402/444-1659

ArChiteCturAl GlAss
Architectural Glass,
General

Oldcastle Buildingenvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Walker Glass Co. ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
Block

decalite ltd.
The Portergate Ecclesall Road
Sheffield S11-8NX, UK
Phone: 01142-096096
Fax: 01142-096001

Curved/Bent

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
decorative

General Glass international
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Film Covered Wire

sAFti First™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Acid etched Glass

General Glass international
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
www.usglassmag.com

TM

trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Fire-rated Glass,
impact resistant

General Glass international
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

Fire-rated Glass

General Glass international
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com

TM

trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

GlAssOPOlis
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
sAFti First™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

GlAssOPOlis
USGlass Readers Choice
Product of the Year
PYRAN Platinum F & L
Your choice: Filmed or Lami
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.
sAFti First™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com
continued on page 90
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Hurricane-Resistant

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Laminated,
Glass-Polycarbonate

California Glass Bending
320 E. Harry Bridges Blvd.
Wilmington, CA 90744
Ph: 800/223-6594
Fax: 310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
glassinfo@calglassbending.com

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

Pattern Glass

Laminated

Radiation Shielding

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Tempered

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Wired

GLASSOPOLIS
Save BIG on sizes under 42"
Phone: 800/262-9600
Fax: 800/872-9601
www.glassopolis.com
sales@glassopolis.com
We Put Glass Contractors First.
Fast Quotes. Fast Delivery.

SAFTI FIRST™ Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

X-Ray Fluoroscopic
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Laminated,
Fire-Rated Wire

Technical Glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

90

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
Screenprinted Glass

General Glass International
101 Venture Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 201/553-1850
Fax: 201/553-1851
www.generalglass.com
sales@generalglass.com
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Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com

X-Ray Protective

Amerope Enterprises Inc.
150 Commerce Rd.
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: 800/327-3320
Fax: 561/737-3721
www.amerope.com
claire@amerope.com

Ray-Bar Engineering Corp.
697 W. Foothill Blvd.
Azusa, CA 91702
Phone: 800/444-XRAY or
800/444-9729
Fax: 800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
sales@xrayglass.com
ARCHITECTuRAL METAL
Dies/Custom Metal

EFCO Corporation
1000 County Road
Monett, MO 65708
Phone: 800/221-4169
Fax: 417/235-7313
Metals, General

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

uSA Architectural
Aluminum Products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
www.usglassmag.com
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BATHroom speciAlTies
TM

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

shower Door Hardware

c.r. laurence co. inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com
Us Horizon mfg., inc.
28577 Industry Dr.
Valencia, CA 91355
Phone: 877/728-3874
Fax: 888/440-9567
www.ushorizon.com

commerciAl
WiNDoWs
commercial Windows,
General

UsA Architectural
Aluminum products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
Fire-rated Windows

sAFTi FirsT™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

cUrTAiNWAll
curtainwall, General

oldcastle Buildingenvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
www.usglassmag.com

UsA Architectural
Aluminum products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
DecorATive GlAss
Decorative Glass, General

oldcastle Buildingenvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

painted

General Door Hardware

Doors
Bullet resistant

c.r. laurence co. inc.
2503 E Vernon Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Phone: 800/421-6144
Fax: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurance.com

Decorative Glass company
14647 Lull Street
Van Nuys, CA 91405-1209
Phone: 800/768-3109
Fax: 818/785-7429

Total security solutions, inc.
170 National Park Drive
Fowlerville, MI 48836
Phone: 866/930-7807
www.tssbulletproof.com
United states
Bullet proofing, inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Door compoNeNTs

Jlm Wholesale, inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com

Door Frames, metal

closers

Access Hardware supply
14359 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 800/348-2263
Fax: 510/483-4500

Fire-rated Doors

sAFTi FirsT™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Fire-rated
Framing systems

Able Glass, inc.
2713 NW 19th St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone: 877/303-0455
Fax: 954/978-2790
www.etchedbyable.com
info@etchedbyable.com

sAFTi FirsT™ Fire
rated Glazing solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124-1432
Phone: 888/653-3333
Fax: 415/824-5900
www.safti.com
info@safti.com

Walker Glass co. ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com
sales@walkerglass.com

Technical Glass products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

etched Glass

Akron Hardware
1100 Killian Road
Akron, OH 44312
Phone: 800/321-9602
Fax: 800/328-6070

UsA Architectural
Aluminum products
Kawneer Product Line
33 River Street, Suite 5
Thomaston, CT 06787
Phone: 855/USA-ALUM
Fax: 860/283-4484
www.usaaap.com
dave@usaaap.com
Door HArDWAre AND
relATeD proDUcTs

Jlm Wholesale, inc.
3095 Mullins Court
Oxford, MI 48371
Phone: 800/522-2940
Fax: 800/782-1160
www.jlmwholesale.com
sales@jlmwholesale.com
TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
continued on page 92
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Track Caps

Johnson Bros. Metal Forming
5520 McDermott Dr.
Berkeley, IL 60163
Phone: 708/449-7050
Fax: 708/449-0042

GLASS FURNITURE
Table Tops

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com

GLASS HANdLING/
TRANSpoRTATIoN
Handling Equipment,
General

Rolltech Industries
11 Dansk Court
Toronto, ON M9W 5N6 Canada
Phone: 419/337-0631
Fax: 419/337-1471

packaging

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Airspacers

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Helima Helvetion Intl.
PO Box 1348
Duncan, SC 29334-1348
Phone: 800/346-6628
Fax: 864/439-6065
www.helima.de
kmadey@helimasc.com

Muntin Bars

Saberpack
Interleaving powders
471 Apollo Drive, #10
Lino Lakes, MN 55014
Phone: 651/784-1414
Fax: 651/780-0432
www.saberpack.com
INFoRMATIoN
& oRGANIZATIoNS
Associations

Insulating Glass
Manufacturers Alliance
1500 Bank Street, Suite 300
Ottawa, ON K1H 1B8 008
Phone: 613/233-1510
Fax: 613/482-9436
www. igmaonline.org

INSULATING GLASS
ANd CoMpoNENTS

oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
50 manufacturing
locations throughout
North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

92

Alumet Mfg., Inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884
Spacers

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com
Units, Bent-Curved

precision Glass
Bending Corp.
PO Box 1970, 3811 Hwy 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936-1970
Phone: 800/543-8796 or 479/996-8065
Fax: 800/543-8798 or 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
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INSULATING
GLASS MACHINERY
ANd EQUIpMENT

IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com
production Lines

Edgetech I.G. Inc.
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740/439-2338
Fax: 740/439-0127
www.edgetechig.com
MACHINERY/EQUIpMENT

Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
Phone: 763/389-9475
Fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
IGE Solutions Inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

Laminated Lines/
Machinery

Casso-Solar
Technologies LLC
230 US Route 202
Pomona, NY 10970
Phone: 845/354-2010
Fax: 845/547-0328
www.cassosolartechnologies.com
sales@cassosolartechnologies.com

MIRRoR ANd MIRRoR
RELATEd pRodUCTS
Mirror, General

palmer Mirro-Mastics
146 St. Matthews Avenue
PO Box 7155
Louisville, KY 40257-0155
Phone: 502/893-3668 or
800/431-6151
Fax: 502/895-9253
www.mirro-mastic.com

TM

Trulite Glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com
Acid Etched Mirror

Walker Glass Co. Ltd.
9551 Ray Lawson
Montreal, QC H1J 1L5 Canada
Phone: 888/320-3030
Fax: 514/351-3010
www.walkerglass.com

Antique Mirror

Spancraft Ltd.
920 Railroad Ave.
Woodmere, NY 11598
Phone: 516/295-0055
Fax: 516/569-3333
www.spancraft.com
Jordan@Spancraft.com
Timeless Reflections
111 W. Erie St.
Spring Valley, IL 61362
Phone: 815/663-8148
Fax: 866/928-3330
www.antiqued-mirrors.com

SERvICES
Modeled Submissions

(en-'te-lə-kē)
“Modeled for the future”
www.entelechycorp.com
Shop drawings

drafting Services
by Scott Brown, Inc.
156 Peachtree East, Ste. 225
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Phone: 770/461-8092
Fax: 678/489-9037
continued on page 94
www.usglassmag.com
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SkylighTS & overheAd
glAzing SySTeMS
Skylight, general

oldcastle Buildingenvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com

Point of Sale

Stiffeners

Quest Software inc.
1000 E. Sturgis St., Suite 8
St. Johns, MI 48879
Phone: 800/541-2593
Fax: 517/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

TM

Trulite glass &
Aluminum Solutions
10200 N.W. 67th Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
Phone: 800/432-8132
Fax: 954/724-2083
www.trulite.com
info@trulite.com

Skylights

SolAr glAzing
MAChinery

o’keeffe’s inc.
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
Phone: 415/822-4222
Fax: 415/822-5222
www.okeeffes.com

ige Solutions inc.
2875 Jupiter Park Dr., Ste. 100
Jupiter, FL 33458
Phone: 561/741-7300
Fax: 561/741-3071
www.igesolutions.com

SoFTWAre
Software, general

SToreFronT/
enTrAnCeS
Storefront Material,
general

Albat + Wirsam
north America
1540 Cornwall Rd., Suite 214
Oakville, ON L6J 7W5
Phone: 905/338-5650
Fax: 905/338-5671
www.albat-wirsam.com
moreinfo@albat-wirsam.com
PMC Software inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Suite 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
Phone: 908/806-7824
Fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com

oldcastle
Buildingenvelope™
50 manufacturing locations
throughout North America
Phone: 866/653-2278
www.oldcastlebe.com
Pittco Architectural
Metals, inc.
1530 Landmeier Rd.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: 800/992-7488
Fax: 847/593-9946
info@pittcometals.com
www.pittcometals.com

ToolS And SUPPlieS

Bohle America
10924 Granite Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28273
Phone: 704/887-3457
Fax: 704/887-3456
www.bohle-america.com

Cleaning Towels

Jacone distributors
5717 Samstone Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45242
Phone: 513/745-0244
Fax: 513/745-9581
marji@fuse.net

glass restoration

glasWeld Systems
29578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541/388-1156
Fax: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

Alumet Mfg., inc.
3803 136th St. NE
Marysville, WA 98271
Phone: 360/653-6666 or
800/343-8360
Fax: 360/653-9884

WindoWS
Blast resistant

United States
Bullet Proofing, inc.
16201 Branch Court
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774
Phone: 301/218-7920
Fax: 301/218-7925
www.usbulletproofing.com
info@usbulletproofing.com

Fire-rated

Technical glass Products
8107 Bracken Place SE
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
Phone: 800/426-0279
Fax: 800/451-9857
www.tgpamerica.com
sales@fireglass.com

general Tools & Supplies

WindoW hArdWAre

Strybuc industries
2006 Elmwood Ave., Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
Phone: 800/352-0800
Fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Pacific laser Systems
449 Coloma Street
Sausalito, CA 94965
Phone: 800/601-4500
Fax: 415/289-5789 ■

To place your listing,
please contact
Janeen Mulligan at
540/720-5584,
ext. 112, or email
jmulligan@glass.com.
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Company
A.N. Designs Inc.
Access Door
Access Hardware Supply
Adams Rite Manufacturing Co.
Aluflam North America
Ashton Industrial
Azon Systems Inc.
Bohle America Inc.
Bromer Inc.
USGlass, Metal & Glazing | September 2011

Phone

Fax

866/482-2921
860/482-8585
319/208-7705
319/208-7708
800/348-2263
800/435-8233
800/872-3267
800/232-7329
714/899-3990
714/899-3933
+44 (0)1279 624 810 +44 (0)1279 626 615
800/788-5942
269/373-9295
877/678-2021
704/247-8240
450/477-6682
450/477-9679

Web Address
www.ultrawiztools.com
www.accessdoor.us
www.accesshardware.com
www.adamsrite.com
www.aluflam-usa.com
www.ashton-industrial.com
www.azonintl.com
www.bohle-america.com
www.bromerinc.com
www.usglassmag.com
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Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

California Glass Bending
800/223-6594
310/549-5398
www.calglassbending.com
Capital Tape
888/888-8273
216/292-3435
www.capitaltape.com
Cardinal LG
952/935-1722
952/935-5538
www.cardinalcorp.com
Citadel Architectural Products
800/446-8828
317/894-6333
www.citadelap.com
DeGorter Inc.
704/282-2055
704/225-8290
www.degorter.com
Dlubak Corp.
800/800-2977
724/459-0866
www.dlubakglass.com
Doralco
888/443-6725
708/388-9392
www.doralco.com
EFCO Corp.
800/221-4169
416/581-0700
www.efcocorp.com
EnduroShield
805/617-4609
805/965-2281
www.enduroshield.com
Epco Corp.
626/961-6827
626/961-3525
www.epcocorp.com
Erdman Automation
763/389-9475
763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
F. Barkow
800/588-5580
414/332-8217
www.barkow.com
FeneTech Inc.
330/995-2830
330/562-8688
www.fenetech.com
Fenzi North America
416/674-3831
416/674-9323
www.fenzi-na.com
Firestone Metal Products
800/426-7737
763/576-9596
www.firestonemetal.com
For.EL Spa
39 0422 840507
39 0422 840900
www.forelspa.com
Glass Association of North America
785/271-0208
785/271-0166
www.glasswebsite.com
Glass Expos
540/720-5584
540/720-5687
www.usglassmag.com/texpo
Glasswerks L.A. Inc.
888/789-7810
888/789-7820
www.glasswerks.com
Glastar Corp.
800/423-5635
818/998-2078
www.glastar.com
Glaston Finland OY
+358 10 500 500 +358 10 500 6515
www.glaston.net
GlasWeld
800/321-2597
541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com
Grenzebach Corporation
+49 906 982-2000 +49 906 982-2108
www.grenzebach.com
Glazers Choice
888/655-3430
216/292-3435
www.glazerschoice.com
Guardian Industries
866/482-7374
248/340-2111
www.sunguardglass.com
Insulating Glass Manufacturers Alliance
613/233-1510
613/482-9436
www.igmaonline.org
Insulgard Security Products
800/624-6315
330/220-0657
www.insulgard.com
JLM Wholesale
800/522-2940
248/628-6733
www.jlmwholesale.com
Jordon Glass Corp.
800/833-2159
305/482-0119
www.jordonglass.com
Kawneer Co. Inc.
770/449-5555
770/734-1560
www.kawneer.com
Keytech North America
630/468-2848
630/990-3489
www.keytechna.com
Lauren Manufacturing
800/683-0676
330/308-7652
www.lauren.com
Lisec America Inc.
952/641-9900
652/641-9935
www.lisec.com
Monsey Glass
845/352-2200
845/352-2215
www.monseyglass.com
MyGlassTruck.com
800/254-3643
856/863-6704
www.myglasstruck.com
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
866/653-2278
770/497-3656
www.oldcastlebe.com
Optimum Window
845/647-1900
845/647-1494
www.optimumwindow.com
PPG Industries Inc.
888/774-4332
412/826-2299
www.ppgideascapes.com
Precision Glass Bending
800/543-8796
800/543-8798
www.e-bentglass.com
Pulp Studio Inc.
310/815-4999
310/815-4990
www.switchlite.com
Quanex Building Products
800/233-4383
740/439-0121
www.quanex.com
Ray-Bar Engineering
800/444-9727
800/444-0240
www.xrayglass.com
Salem Distributors
800/234-1982
336/766-1119
www.salemdist.com
Soft Tech America
954/568-3198
954/563-6116
www.softtechnz.com
Southern Aluminum Finishing Inc.
800/241-7429
404/335-1560
www.saf.com
Strybuc Industries
800/352-0800
610/534-3201
www.strybuc.com
Swisspacer
+41 071 686 9279 +41 071 686 9275
www.saint-gobain.com
Taco Metals
800/743-3803
305/770-2386
www.tacorailing.com
Technoform
330/487-6600
330/487-6682
www.technoform.us
Trulite Glass & Aluminum
800/432-8132
954/724-9293
www.trulite.com
Vesuvius FE
+33 327 69 1010 +33 327 681 411
www.vesuvius.com
Wagner Architectural Glass Systems
414/214-8389
414/214-8324
www.wagnercompanies.com
Western Window Systems
602/304-2905
602/323-6144
www.westernws.com
Win-Door North America
800/282-0003
416/444-8268
www.windoorshow.com
Wood’s Powr-Grip
800/548-7341
406/628-8354
www.powrgrip.com
Yuntong Glass USA
732/763-3709
732/946-0631
www.yuntongusa.com
For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.usglassmag.com
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theBusiness

Name Dropping Redux
Raising The Bar
by Lyle R. Hill

I

answered the phone on its fourth ring
but before I could offer up my usual
greeting the caller spoke.
“Hey, Hill, how’s it going?”
“It’s going okay,” I answered, instantly
recognizing the voice of Jungle Jim
Bruney. “What can I do for you?”
“Well, Hill, I ran into those two brothers you do business with … you know
who I’m talking about, one is very smart
and the other one is real good looking …
and your name came up and so now I got
a question for you.”
“Do you mean the Studt brothers,
Doug and Brad, or the Helfers, Joel and
Harvey?”
“No, not them. I think one is named
Lou.”
“Then you mean the Nutini brothers,
Peter and Lou.”
“No, not them either, but how’s Pete
Pontikis doing?”
“He’s good, but by any chance do you
mean the Dean brothers, Ray and Eric?”
“No, I like those guys but it wasn’t
them. The two I’m talking about were
having lunch with a guy named Greg at
the time but I don’t remember if Greg
was his first or his last name.”
“Greg Catalano, Greg Demirdjian, Greg
Saroka or maybe John Greig?”
“Maybe the guy’s name was Craig and
not Greg. Now I’m not so sure. Tony
Lampl, Al Hardt, John Dunn and Dave
Stevens were there too so it must have
been some type of a meeting. There was
even a guy there that looked a lot like Bill
Zientarski.”
“Could it have been Craig Macgregor
that they were with?”
“No, I know him. By the way, Hill, before I forget, I want to compliment you on
your blog that featured Lenny Rand and
Ralph Ross. I always admired those two
and hey, didn’t Dan Simon and Joann
Duncker get their start working for those
guys? Your blogs about John Luckett, Fred
Wolf and Sheri Law were good too.”

96

“You’re driving me crazy, Bruney. How friend Jerry doing?”
“Which Jerry … Jerry Schor, Jerry
hard could it be to remember their
names?”
Braun, Jerry Metz, Jerry Darr, Jerry Truty
“You know, Hill, as long as we’re talking or Jerry Hnetynka?”
about names, I’ll give you one … Angus
“Actually I meant Jerry Grossberg. I alMacMillan … now there’s a name you ways liked him.”
won’t forget. Or how about Joe
“I just talked to him. Ben Stanton gave
Landsverk, Stan McFalls or Tom O’Mal- him my number. He’s doing well. But let’s
ley? Now those are cool names.”
get back to trying to figure out who these
“Those aren’t so great Bruney. How two guys were because the curiosity reabout Mark Miller, Mandy Marxen or ally is killing me.”
Mark Melvin? And let me see you top
“Okay, Hill, the one named Lou was
Danik Dancause, Tara Taffera or Fearless very tall and kind of lean. The other was
almost as tall but much bigger overall.
Freddie Fulton.”
“You like those alliteration things don’t Kind of a tough looking character and I
you, Hill?”
think the guy named Lou referred to him
“I really do, but listen, we’re getting off once or twice as Mr. Q or Q-Ball or sometrack. Are you sure the two guys you’re re- thing like that.”
ferring to were brothers … one smart
“I got it. It was Lou Cerny and Wally
and the other good looking … because Quasthoff.”
the only two guys left that are brothers
“Hill, that’s it. That was their names.
and might fit that description would be Boy am I glad we figured that out.”
Terry (aka T-Bone) and Kevin (aka
“Okay, Bruney, now that we’re done
Meathooks) Thomas.”
with all that nonsense, why did you call?
“Now that you mention it, Hill, I’m not What did you want to ask me?”
“Well, Hill, about 10 years ago you
so sure they were brothers but maybe just
two guys that are always together. You wrote an article on name-dropping and
know, like Joe Sousa and Kerry Reid or crammed 50 names in it from within the
Bob Price and Mike Nicklas. But I’m pos- industry and you claimed it was a name
itive one of them was named Lou. I dropping record for a one-page article.
would have sworn I heard either Stan I’m just wondering if you’re ever going to
Gibbons or Beth Whitton call one of try to break that record.”
them Lou.”
“Thanks to you, Jungle Jim Bruney,
“How did Gibbons and Whitton get we just did. I count 65 … let me know if
into this story?”
you disagree.” ■
“I just threw them in. It was either
them or Jim Lurie and Jay Nichols.
Although Paul Bieber or Paul Daniels
L y l e R . H i l l is the
would have worked just as well. And
managing director of Keytech
by the way, as long as we’re off target
North America, a company
here, Debbie Olsen and Abe Asllani
providing research and
said to say hello to you the next time
technical services for the
we spoke.”
glass and metal industry. Hill
“Thanks, Bruney, and Larry Jones,
has more than 40 years
John Weise and Judy Camp told me experience in the glass and metal industry
to offer you their best the next time I and can be reached at lhill@glass.com.
talked with you.”
You can read his blog on Wednesdays at
“By the way Hill, how is my old www.usgnn.com.
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Colorwerks

Call Us for all your Back Painted,
Spandrel & Custom color needs

8600 Rheem Avenue
SouthGate, CA 90280
1.888.789.7810 www.glasswerks.com
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New Solarban R100 solar control, low-e glass.
A better glass for a better environment.
Clean lines. Clean look. Clean conscience. It’s a lot to expect from an ordinary piece of glass. Then
again, Solarban® R100 solar control, low-e glass is about as far from ordinary as you get – thanks to
a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of .23 and a neutral-reflective appearance that lets your building put its
best face forward. And you’ll really be surprised by the extraordinary energy savings you can expect
with Solarban R100 glass. To get your copy of the white paper, go to ppgideascapes.com/SBr100.

Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark of MBDC.

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA

